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Abstract 

In order to learn about the evolution of the human immunoglobulin C gene 
y 

family, the structural features of individual C genes were examined. The complete y 

nucleotide sequences were determined for three members of the gene family-the 

C yl, C y2' and C y4 genes. A comparison of these sequences with those of the three 

reported mouse C genes (C 1, C 2 , C 2b) fails to reveal any pairs of corresponding 
Y Y Y a Y 

genes in the two species. Moreover, the sequence homology shared by human C y 

genes in both coding and noncoding regions (about 95%) is significantly greater than 

that seen within the mouse C family (about 70-80%). The presumably neutral mutations 
y 

accumulated in the noncoding regions of the human genes have been used to estimate 

that approximately 6-8 million years have elapsed since the divergence of these 

genes from a common ancestral sequence. This divergence is considerably more 

recent than inferred for the mouse C genes, and suggests that gene duplication y 

or gene correction events have occurred more recently in humans than in mice. 

In contrast to the CH domain exons and adjacent noncoding regions, the hinge 

exons of human C genes are quite divergent both in length and sequence. This 
y 

coding sequence variability is seen to extend into the regions of CH domains which 

border the hinge in the polypeptide chain. This divergence is interpreted as being 

the result of natural selection for particular hinge structures in the IgG subclasses. 

The implication is that these polypeptide regions are important for immunologic 

effector functions carried out by IgG molecules. 

The arrangement of the cy2 and cy4 genes in human chromosomal DNA has 

been determined to be 5'-C y2-17 kilobase pairs-C y4-3'. The genetic processes generating 

hybrid IgG molecules from these two genes are discussed, along with the relationship 

of these processes to gene duplication and gene correction. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
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Immunoglobulin (Ig) molecules are composed of two heavy (H) chains and two 

light (L) chains. Each of these two types of polypeptides consists of an N -terminal 

variable (V H or V L) and a C-terminal constant ( CH or CL) region. Both V H and 

V L regions, as well as CL regions, are approximately 100-110 amino acid residues 

in length, while CH regions are three to four times larger. This extra size is believed 

to be the consequence of multiplication of a primordial CH coding unit, resulting 

in an ancestral CH gene encoding four structural domains (CH domains), each approx

imately the size of the V and CL domains (Hill et al., 1966). There are five major 

types of CH regions, reflecting the multiplication of the ancestral multidomain 

CH gene, followed by divergence among the members of the resulting CH gene family. 

These five types of CH regions-C ll' C0 , C y' Ce: , and CCL' determine, respectively, 

the five major classes of antibody molecules-IgM, IgD, IgG, IgE, and IgA. 

IgG is the dominant class of antibody in the serum of mammals, comprising 

about 70% of the total immunoglobulin in human serum. The human IgG pool consists 

of four closely-i'elated subclasses-IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. The corresponding 

C y regions-C y1' C y2' C y3' and C y4-are encoded by distinct germline genes (Kunkel 

et al., 1964; Martensson, 1966), which presumably arose through multiplication of 

an ancestral C gene. More than one type of IgG (reflective of multiple C genes) y y 

have also been observed in other mammals, as indicated in Table 1, although the 

number of subclasses varies for different species (Nisonoff et al., 1975). 

In addition to the recognition and binding of foreign antigens by IgG molecules, 

other important biological activities are exhibited by these immunoglobulins. These 

activities, some of which are listed in Table 2, involve interactions of the C regions 
y 

with other biological molecules, in most cases specific cell-surface receptors. Although 

many of those functions or activities are exhibited by all four IgG subclasses, there 

are some variations. For example, IgG binding by receptors on several types of 
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cells appears stronger for the IgG1 and IgG3 subclasses than for IgG2 and IgG4, and 

IgG4 is the only subclass unable to bind the complement component C1q (for reviews 

or subclass variations see Spiegelberg, 1974; Unkeless et al., 1981; Winkelhake, 1978). 

Such variability among the IgG subclasses is intriguing in view of their extensive 

structural similarities. The C polypeptide regions are comprised of four protein 
y 

domains: CH1 (covalently linked to the N-terminal V H region), CH2' CH3' and a 

small "hinge" region lying between the CH1 and CH2 domains. Protein sequencing 

studies have shown that the four subclasses of C regions are over 90% homologous y 

in their CH domains, while hinge regions are much more divergent both in length 

and sequence (Edelman et al., 1969; Frangione et al., 1980; Pink et al., 1970; Wang 

et al., 1980). Particularly notable is the different number of cysteine residues in 

the four types of C y hinge, which results in different numbers of disulfide linkages 

between heavy chains in the four IgG subclasses. Schematic diagrams showing both 

these linkages and those between heavy and light chains are shown in Figure 1, where 

we see that y1 polypeptides have a different point of attachment to light chains 

than the other types of y chains. 

The structural variability seen among the C hinges could be interpreted to 
. y 

mean that theseregions have little functional significance, and thus have diverged 

rather freely, while the CH domains have been highly conserved because only certain 

structures will suffice to carry out the functions of the IgG molecules. Such a high 

degree of CH domain conservation is not observed for mouse C y regions, where 

the level of sequence homology between individual C genes is on the order of 70-80% 
y 

(Miyata et al., 1980; Olio et al., 1981; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 1981). This greater 

divergence within the mouse C genes suggests another possible interpretation of y 

the sequence relationships among the human C regions: that the human C genes y y 

have diverged from a common ancestral C sequence more recently than their mouse y 
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counterparts, and that hinge regions have evolved particularly rapidly since that 

divergence. 

Indeed, some years ago it was proposed that the C gene duplications giving 
y 

rise to IgG subclasses in various mammals took place after the divergence of all 

modern mammals from a common ancestor (Pink et al., 1970), which is believed 

to have taken place about 80 million years ago (Romero-Herrera et al., 1973). Con-

sistent with this idea is the observation of different numbers of IgG subclasses in 

different mammals (Table 1), which is interpreted as reflecting different frequencies 

of these duplication events. 

The above model of mammalian C gene evolution assumes that members y 

of a given C gene family evolve independently of one another, and that the accumulated 
y 

differences in the C genes reflect the time elapsed since the duplication event. 
y 

Recent molecular analyses of mouse C genes suggest that this simple model may y 

not be correct. These studies indicate that, during evolution, genetic information 

has been exchanged between nonallelic mouse C genes (Miyata et al., 1980; Olio 
y 

et al., 1981; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 1981). This interpretation implies that C 
y 

genes do not freely diverge from one another, but rather that sequence homology 

may be periodically renewed within the gene family. The processes responsible 

for this sequence homogenization result in the replacement of all or part of the 

sequence of one gene with the sequence of a homologous nonallelic gene. These 

processes have collectively been referred to as "gene correction" (Hood et al., 1975). 

Two possible scenarios of mammalian C gene evolution are shown in Figure 2, y 

with reference to the genes of humans and mice. One model assumes that the common 

ancestor of these species had a single C gene, and that the gene duplication events 
y 

occurred separately in the two species following their divergence from one another. 

The other model pictures the original C gene duplication as having occurred before 
y 

mammalian speciation. Following divergence of humans and mice, gene correction 
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events have taken place (separately) in the two species. Since the human C genes 
y 

are more similar to one another than are the mouse genes, the pictured scenarios 

imply that either duplication or correction events have occurred more recently in 

the human evolutionary line. 

The purpose of the research described in this thesis was to examine structural 

features of human C y genes to learn more about the evolution of this small multigene 

family. Although structural homologies in coding regions are evident from the protein 

sequence data, nucleotide sequence analysis of these regions would reveal how many 

codogenically silent nucleotide substitutions have been accumulated, and thus may 

tell us something about how strongly natural selection has acted at the amino acid 

level to maintain certain structures. The noncoding flanking and intervening regions 

are believed to be phenotypically silent, and thus not subjected to selective forces. 

Examination of these areas would thus reveal the extent of unselected divergence. 

By using calibrated values of the rate of unselected nucleotide substitution, we may 

then estimate the time of divergence of any two genes from an identical sequence. 

According to the discussions in the above paragraph and the models in Figure 2, 

we could thus estimate the time of occurrence of either (1) the original gene duplication 

event(s) which created or added to the C gene family; or (2) the most recent gene y 

correction event, which made some or all of the C genes identical in sequence. y 

It may even be possible to deduce the occurrence of gene correction events, if struc-

tural remnants, or "footprints" of these events exist. 

The mouse C genes have recently been rather well characterized, including 
y 

the determination of their tandem linkage relationships (Honjo et al., 1979; Tucker 

et al., 1979; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 1980, 1982; Shimizu et al., 1982). Compari-

sons of human and mouse C genes may reveal important relationships between 
y 

the gene families in the two species. It should also be interesting to determine the 
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molecular linkage relationships of the human C y genes, in order to confirm or refute 

the tentative linkage assignments based on protein and genetic analyses (Natvig 

et al., 1967; Kunkel et al., 1969; Natvig and Kunkel, 1974). 

Finally, this work may shed some light on the mode of evolution of the hinge 

regions of human IgG molecules. Analyses of these regions may yield implications 

regarding such issues as the types of nucleotide substitutions occurring during evolution, 

natural selective forces, and immunoglobulin structure and function. 
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Table 1. IgG Subclasses in Various Mammals 

Species IgG Subclasses No. of Functional 
c 'Y Genes 

Human IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4 4 

Mouse IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG3 4 

Rat IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b 3 

Rabbit IgG (only one type) 1 

Guinea Pig IgG1, IgG2 2 

Dog IgG 1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG2c 4 

Horse IgGa, IgGb, IgGc, IgG(T), IgGB 5 

Sheep IgG1, IgG2 2 
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Table 2. Secondary Biological Activities of lgG Antibodies 

Transfer across placenta 

Complement (Clq) binding 

Binding to cystic fibrosis factor 

Binding to Staphylococcal A protein 

Role as antigen to rheumatoid factors 

Cytophilic properties; binding to receptors on: 
monocytes 
macrophages 
neutrophiles 
lymphocytes 
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Figure 1. Interchain disulfide bonds in human IgG molecules. The heavy and light 

polypeptide chains of the human IgG subclasses are depicted as long and short thick 

lines, respectively. lnterchain disulfide bridges are shown as thin lines. 
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Figure 2. Evolutionary schemes for C y genes. See text for details. 
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Nucleotide Sequence of a Human Immunoglobulin C-r4 Gene 

J. ELLISON, J. BUXBAUM,* and L. HOODt 

ABSTRACT 

We report the nucleotide sequence of a gene encoding the constant region of a human immunoglobulin -y4 
heavy chain (C~.). These data represent the first complete sequence determination of a human C" gene. As 
expected from structural studies of mouse C~ genes, the coding sequences for the C" domains and hinge seg
ment are separated from one another by intervening DNA sequences. Comparison with genomic sequences of 
the mouse C~,, C~2•, and C~2b genes shows conservation of the sequences in the constant region domains and 
the 3' untranslated region surrounding the presumed site of poly(A) addition. 

INTRODUCTION 

IMMUNOGLOBULINS are composed of light and heavy poly
peptides. These polypeptides consist of an N-terminal vari
able (V) portion involved in antigen binding, and a C-ter
rninal constant (C) portion involved in effector functions 
such as antigen elimination. The immunoglobulin class is 
determined by the type of heavy-chain C region (C H) in the 
molecule; e.g., C" in IgM, C~ in IgG, Co in lgA, c. in IgD, 
and C, in IgE. Most of our knowledge concerning the struc
ture and expression of the genes coding for immunoglobu
lin heavy chains has resulted from studies using mice, in 
which immunoglobulin-producing tumors can be induced 
in the laboratory (Potter, 1972) . These studies have shown 
that gene segments encoding the variable and constant 
regions are physically separate in germline DNA, and that 
through DNA rearrangements these genes are brought into 
closer proximity in the antibody-pro.ducing cells in which 
they are expressed (Early et at., 1979): It is generally agreed 
that IgM is the first immunoglobulin class to be expressed 
in the ontogeny of a B lymphocyte (Raff, 1976) . Several 
studies indicate that progeny of this B cell can undergo a 
class switch in which other C H regions are associated with 
the same V H domain initially expressed in the IgM
producing B cell (fudenberg et at., 1971; Levin et at., 1971; 
Sledge et a/., 1976; Wang et at., 1970, 1973). Hence mole
cules with the same antigen specificity and a broader range 
of effector functions are synthesized as the immune 
response matures. The C H genes in the mouse are organized 
in a tightly linked cluster (Mage et at., 1973), and this class 
switch results from a DNA rearrangement in which a sec
ond C H gene displaces the c. gene from its position near 
the V H gene (Davis et at., 1980). 

IgG is the quantitatively dominant immunoglobulin class 
in the blood of mammals. The population of IgG molecules 

in many species can be divided into distinct subclasses, each 
encoded by a distinct C~ gene. These subclasses show dif
ferences in serum concentrations and effector functions. In 
evolutionary terms the C, genes are interesting for several 
reasons. First, the C, genes apparently are present in differ
ing numbers in various mammals-e .g., human has four 
(C, ,, C,2, C, 3 , C,.), mouse four (C, ,, C,2a, C,2b, C,J), 
guinea pig two, and rabbit one. Second, the 'Y chains of 
mouse and man exhibit species-associated residues that 
distinguish all mouse from all human C, regions. This 
species specificity suggests that the mouse (and human) C, 
genes all arose by gene duplication from a common 
ancestor after mammalian speciation. Moreover, the C, 
genes in humans diverged more recently than their mouse 
counterparts in that the human subclasses are > 901l7o 
homologous to one another (Edelman et a/., 1969; 
Frangione et at., 1980; Pink et at., 1970; Ponstingl and 
Hilschmann, 1972; Wang et at., 1980), whereas the mouse 
C, genes are much less homologous (Dunnick et at., 1980; 
Honjo et a/., 1979; Obata et at., 1980; Sikorav et at., 1980; 
Tucker et at., 1979a; Yamawaki-Kataoka et at., 1980, 
1981). 

Buxbaum et at. have recently isolated eDNA clones con
taining sequences coding for a human y3 heavy chain 
disease protein (Buxbaum et at., unpublished). We have us
ed one of these clones as a hybridization probe to isolate C, 
genes from a recombinant library of human DNA. 
Genomic clones for the mouse C, ,, C,2a, and C,2b genes 
have been sequenced. Comparisons of the human and 
mouse C, genes should allow us to determine conserved 
coding and noncoding regions that may be of functional 
importance and, as well, to begin to delineate the nature of 
the genetic events that have led to the recent evolution of 
these small C, multigene families. In this paper we report 
the cloning and complete nucleotide sequence of the human 

Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125. 
*Veterans Administration Medical Center, New York, New York 10010. 
tTo whom correspondence should be addressed . 
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C,. gene. This sequence agrees extremely well with the par
tial amino acid sequence for a -y4 protein reported by Pink 
et at. (1970). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Restriction endonucleases, T4 DNA ligase, and E. coli 
DNA polymerase I large fragment were purchased from 
New England Biolabs. Bacterial alkaline phosphatase and 
E. coli DNA polymerase I were obtained from Bethesda 
Research Laboratories. T4 polynucleotide kinase was ob
tained from Boehringer-Mannheim. The -y-[ 32P]A TP 
(- 9000 Ci/mmole) was purchased from ICN, and 
a-[ 32 P]deoxynucleoside triphosphates were obtained either 
from New England Nuclear (835 Ci/mmole) or Amersham 
(410 and 2-3000 Ci/mmole). The X-ray film (XR5 or 
XAR5) was purchased from Kodak, and intensifying 
screens were obtained from DuPont (Cronex Lighting 
Plus). Human fetal liver DNA and the Hae III-Aiu I 
human library were generously provided by T. Maniatis. 

Preparation of eDNA hybridization probe 

The pOMMC plasmid DNA, which contains sequences 
coding for the constant region of a human -y3 chain, was 
digested with Hae II and electrophoresed on a preparative 
horizontal 1.5!tJo agarose gel. A 1.9 kb fragment containing 
1050 nucleotides of eDNA insert and 890 nucleotides of 
flanking pBR322 DNA was eluted by electrophoresis into 
hydroxyapatite as described previously (Tabak and Flavell, 
1978), and further purified by chromatography on DE52. 
The DNA was labeled by nick-translation (Maniatis et at., 
1975) using all four a-32P-labeled deoxynucleoside 
triphosphates to a specific activity of approximately 7 x 
108 cpm/J.Ig. 

Genome blot hybridization and library screening 

Ten J.lg of human fetal liver DNA were digested. for 3 hr at 
37° with 100 units of Hind III, followed by another hour 
with an additional 50 units of enzyme. The DNA was elec
trophoresed on a horizontal 0.5!tJo agarose gel and trans
ferred to a nitrocellulose filter (Southern, 1975). The filter 
was preincubated for 2 hr at 68°C in "blot buffer." Blot 
buffer consists of 6X SET /0.1 !tJo ficoll/0.1 !tJo polyvinylpyr
rolidone/0.1 !tJo bovine serum albumin/0.1 !tJo SDS/0.1 !tJo Na 
pyrophosphate/0.1 M phosphate buffer/10 1-1g/ml each of 
poly(r)C and poly(r) A/50 1-1/ml salmon sperm DNA; IX 
SET = 0.15 M NaCI/30 mM Tris, pH 8.0/2.5 mM ED
T A. Following preincubation, the heat-denatured nick
translated probe was reacted with the filter in blot buffer 
for 18 hr at 68°C. The reaction mix was then removed and 
the filter was washed at 68°C for 4 hr with two changes 
each of high salt (6X SET) and low salt (IX SET) wash buf
fer (these solutions also contained 0.1 !tJo SDS/0.1 !tJo Na py
rophosphate/0.025 M phosphate buffer). The filter was 
autoradiographed at -70°C using pre-flashed film and an 
intensifying scr~en. 

The partial Hae III-A!u I human DNA library (Lawn et 
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at., 1978) cloned in the bacteriophage Charon 4A (Blattner 
eta!., 1977) was plated at a density of about 25,000 plaques 
per plate, using E. coli strain DP50supF as host. The 
library was screened essentially as described by Benton and 
Davis (1977), using the same solutions as used for the 
genome blot experiment. Filters were autoradiographed as 
described above. Hybridizing plaques were purified by 
rescreening (Maniatis et at., 1978). 

Restriction mapping and subcloning 

Positions of cleavage of the restriction enzymes Eco Rl, 
Bam HI, and Hind III in the clones of Fig. 2A were deter
mined by analyses of single and double digests with these 
enzymes. Fragments hybridizing to the eDNA probe were 
identified by blot hybridizations performed as described 
above. Following appropriate digestion and agarose gel 
electrophoresis, the 2 kb Eco RJ-Hind III fragment of 
clone 248 was isolated by the NaClO.-GFC method of 
Chen and Thomas (1980). The fragment was directionally 
subcloned into pBR322 by insertion between the Eco RI 
and Hind III sites of the plasmid, followed by transforma
tion of E. coli strain HBIOI as described by Kushner 
(1978). Insert-containing transformants were identified by 
the size (as determined by gel electrophoresis) of super
coiled plasmid DNA present in lysates of single colonies. 
The subcloned human DNA insert was mapped by analyses 
of single and double restriction digests with the enzymes in
dicated in Fig. 2B. This was done using either the chimeric 
plasmid or the isolated 2 kb insert, which was purified as 
described above for the hybridization probe. 

DNA sequence analysis 

The purified 2 kb insert of p24BRH was sequenced 
essentially as described by Maxam and Gilbert (1977, 1980). 
Restriction fragments were labeled at their 5' ends with 
polynucleotide kinase and -y-[l 2P]A TP or at their 3' ends 
with the E. coli DNA polymerase I large fragment and 
a-[ 32P]deoxynucleoside triphosphates. In every case but 
one, the fragments used for the chemical degradation reac
tions were double-stranded fragments labeled at only one 
end, generated by cleavage with a second enzyme following 
labeling. The single exception was a fragment which was 
strand-separated on an 8!tJo polyacrylamide gel. Details of 
the procedures are given in Maxam and Gilbert (1980). 
Degradation products were electrophoresed on 40 em and 
80 em thin (0.4 mm) sequencing gels. The acrylamide con
centrations ranged from 5!tJo to 25!tJo. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Isolation of recombinant clones complementary to a 
human 'Y eDNA 

The cloning of human C, genes was facilitated by the 
availability of a human cell line (OMM) which synthesizes a 
-y3 heavy chain disease protein. RNA preparrd from these 
cells was used to construct a set of cDNAs cloned in the 
plasmid pBR322. The hybridization probe used in these ex
periments is derived from one of these clones, and contains 
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sequences coding for a human C,, region. Details of the 
construction and characterization of this clone, designated 
pOMMC, will be presented elsewhere (Buxbaum eta/., un
published). A 1.9 kb Hoe II restriction fragment contain
ing roughly equal lengths of insert and pBR322 flanking se
quences was used in these experiments. Figure 1 shows the 
results of an experiment in which genomic DNA from 
human fetal liver was digested with the restriction en
donuclease Hind III, electrophoresed on a 0.50Jo agarose 
gel, transferred to a nitrocellulose filter, and hybridized 
with the 32P-Iabeled pOMMC probe. Several bands in the 
genomic DNA hybridize to the probe, although because of 
the close band spacing it is difficult to obtain an exact 
number. Since the four human C, regions share over 90% 
amino acid sequence homology, we believe that the -y3 probe 
should hybridize to all four C, genes. 

A library of human genomic DNA fragments cloned in 
the bacteriophage Charon 4A was obtained from T. 
Maniatis. The source of the cloned DNA is the same as that 
used in the genomic blot hybridization experiment of Fig. 
I. The library was constructed from fragments resulting 
from the ligation of synthetic Eco RI linkers onto the ends 
of partial cleavage products generated by the restriction en
zymes Hoe III and Alu I (Lawn eta/., 1978; Maniatis eta/., 

23.7-

9.5-• 6.6-· 

4.3-

FIG. 1. Hybridization of a human )'3 eDNA to genomic 
DNA. Ten p.g of human fetal liver DNA were digested with 
Hind III, electrophoresed on a 0.5% agarose gel, and 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter, which was reacted with 
the nick-translated -y3 eDNA probe. Details are gi,ten in 
Materials and Methods. Numbers refer to the sizes in 
kilo bases of Hind III fragments of phage krw DNA run in 
a parallel lane. 
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1978). Approximately 106 plaques were screened with the 
32P-Iabeled -y3 eDNA probe, and over 40 strongly hybridiz
ing clones were isolated following the plaque-purifying 
rescreens. 

The primary structure of a human C>• gene 

Figure 2A shows the DNA inserts of three clones isolated 
from the human genomic library with the cleavage sites for 
the restriction enzymes Eco RI, Bam HI, and Hind III in
dicated. The positions of these sites indicate that the inserts 
overlap as shown. The restriction fragments hybridizing to 
the -y3 eDNA probe in clone blots are cross hatched . The 
2 kb Eco RI-Hind III fragment of clone 24B was sub
cloned by insertion into pBR322. This subclone, designated 
p24BRH, was mapped by analyses of single and double 
digests with several restriction enzymes. The resulting 
restriction map is shown in Fig. 2B. 

The entire DNA sequence of the 2 kb insert of p24BRH 
was determined by the methods of Maxam and Gilbert 
(1977, 1980) and is presented in Fig. 3. This sequence begins 
214 nucleotides 5' to the CHI coding region and continues 
approximately 100 nucleotides past the putative poly(A) ad
dition site. The human C, gene is seen to be comprised of 
separate exons coding for each of the constant region do
mains and the hinge segment. Translation of the coding 
regions indicates that this gene encodes the C,. region. We 
draw this conclusion because the predicted protein se
quence is 90-92% homologous to sequenced CH domains of 
human -yl, -y2, and -y3 heavy chains, whereas it is virtually 
identical to the partially determined sequence of a human 
-y4 protein (see below). Furthermore, the subclasses have 
distinct hinge segments that are quite different from one 
another, and the predicted hinge sequence for this gene 
clearly corresponds to that of the )'4 heavy chain . The 
translated amino acids appear above the corresponding 
codons in Fig. 3. A total of 327 amino acids are encoded by 
this gene. An analysis of codon usage reveals that the great 
majority (83.5%) of amino acids are encoded in triplets en
ding inC or G. This phenomenon is characteristic of many 
eucaryotic genomes (Grantham et a/., I 980). Another 
feature of this gene shared with mosaic eucaryotic genes is 
the presence of sequences at the intron-exon junctions that 
obey the "GT-AG" rule (Breathnach eta/., 1978; Lewin, 
1980). 

The complete sequence of a human )'4 heavy chain pro
tein has not been determined, but Pink et a/. ( 1970) 
reported the sequence of 229 amino acids in the human C,. 
region of the myeloma protein Yin. The protein encoded by 
the gene analyzed in this study is identical to the Yin partial 
sequence at all but one residue. The C,. gene encodes a 
serine at the tenth residue of the hinge region, whereas the 
Yin protein sequence has a proline at that position. This 
difference could be due to either a protein sequencing error 
or to a polymorphism in the human population. (It is 
perhaps not surprising that a polymorphism be found in the 
hinge gene segment, since this is the region showing the 
greatest variation among C, subclasses.) In addition, a 
lysine residue is encoded at the C-terminus which is ap
parently not present in the mature ')'4 chain. A C-terminal 
lysine also is encoded in the mouse C,, C,2a. and C,2b genes 
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FIG. 2. A. Restriction maps of cloned chromosomal fragments complementary to a human -y3 eDNA. The indicated 
symbols are placed at the cleavage sites of the respective enzymes. The ends of the fragments contain Eco RI recognition
cleavage sequences not present in human chromosomal DNA. Hind III-Bam HI or Hind III-Eco RI fragments contain
ing sequences complementary to the human -y3 eDNA are cross hatched. B. Restriction map and sequencing strategy of the 
subcloned DNA insert of p24BRH. The DNA segment shown is an expanded view of the 2 kb Eco RI-Hind Ill fragment 
of clone 24B of Fig. 2A. The fragment was subcloned as described in Materials and Methods . The cleavage sites of several 
restriction enzymes are indicated. The arrows below the restriction map indicate independent sequence determinations. 
The "blunt" end of the arrowed lines represent Cleavage and labeling at either the 5' or 3' end, and the lengths of the lines 
represent the number of determined nucleotides from the labeled end. 

and also fails to appear in the mature polypeptide. This 
lysine residue is apparently removed post-translationally. 

The overall structural features of the human C,. gene can 
be compared with those of the mouse C,,, C,>a, and C,>b 
genes, whose complete sequences have been determined 
(Honjo et a/., 1979; Tucker et a!., 1979a; Yamawaki
Kataoka eta/. , 1980, 1981). Figure 4 schematically shows 
the general similarity that exists between human and mouse 
genes with regard to the lengths and positions of introns 
and coding regions. We expect that human C, genes have 
an additional exon(s) 3' to the CH3 exon coding for a pro
tein segment which anchors the membrane-bound form of 
the lgG molecule on the lymphocyte cell surface. This 
membrane exon sequence would presumably be spliced at 
the RNA level to the 3' end of the CH3 coding sequence in 
lymphocytes producing membrane-bound lgG molecules. 
In fact, a potential splice donor dinucleotide (GT) is seen in 
the penultimate CH3 codon of the human C, gene reported 

here. The length of the 3' untranslated region of the human 
-y4 mRNA has not been directly determined, but we have 
estimated the length of this region indicated in Fig. 4 on the 
basis of homologies to corresponding regions in mouse 
genes. We note the presence of the sequence AAT AAA 
beginning 101 nucleotides 3' to the stop codon (marked by 
an asterisk in Fig. 3). This sequence precedes the poly(A) 
addition site of most eukaryotic mRNAs (Proudfoot and 
Brownlee, I 976), including those of mouse C, (Dunnick et 
a!., 1980; Silorav et a/., 1980; Tucker et a/., I 979a; 
Yamawaki-Kataoka eta/., 1981), C. (Rogers eta/., 1980), 
and c. genes (Hamlyn et a/., 1978). Figure 5 shows 
homologies of human and mouse C, genes in the region 3' 
to this sequence. We can assign possible sites of 
polyadenylation of the human -y4 mRNA in this region, as 
detailed in the legend to Fig. 5. 

Sequence homologies among the CH domains of im
munoglobulins have been recognized for some time, 
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AGCTTTCTGCGGCAGGCCGCGCCTCACTTTGGCTCGGCGCACGGACCCGCCT MGGTCACGCAGGTGGCGCCACCCACCTCCACACCCM TCCCCA TCACCCCACACACTCCACCCTCCA 1211 

A S T K G P S V F 
TCCACCATCCCGGATACACMCAACCCAGGCCCCTCTCCCCCCTCGGCCCACCTCTGTCCCACACCCCCGTCACATGGCACCACCTCTCTTCCACCTTCCACCAACCGCCCATCCGTCTT 241 

P L A P C S R S T S E S T A A L C C L V K D Y F P E P V T V S W N S G A L T S G 
CCCCCTGGCGCCCTCCTCCAGCAGCACCTCCCAGAGCACAGCCGCCCTGGGCTCCCTGGTCMGGACTACTTCCCCCMCCGGTCACGGTGTCGTGGMCTCAGGCCCCCTGACCAGCGG 3GB 

V H T F P A V L Q S S G L Y S L S S V V T V P S S S L G T K T Y T C N V D H K P 
CGTGCACACCTTCCCGCCTGTCCTACAGTCCTCAGGACTCTACTCCCTCAGCAGCCTGGTGACCGTCCCCTCCAGCACCTTGGGCACGAAGACCTACACCTCCAACGTACATCACAAGCC 488 

S N T K V D K R V 
CAGCAACACCAAGCTGGACAAGAGAGTTGGTGAGAGGCCAGCACAGCGAGCGAGCGTGTCTCCTGGMCCCAGGCTCAGCCCTCCTCCCTGGACGCACCCCGGCTGTGCAGCCCCACCCC 818 

AGGGCAGCAAGGCATGCCCCATCTCTCTCCTCACCCGGAGGCCTCTCACCACCCCACTCATCCTCACGGAGACCGTCTTCTGGATTTTTCCACCAGGCTCCCGGCACCACAGGCTGGATG 721! 

CCCCTACCCCAGGCCCTGCGCATACAGGGCAGGTGCTGCGCTCACACCTGCCAAGAGCCATATCCCCGACCACCCTGCCCCTCACCTAAGCCCACCCCAAAGGCCAAACTCTCCACTCCC 848 

E S K Y G P P C P S C P 
TCACCTCAGACACCTTCTCTCCTCCCACATCTGAGTAACTCCCAATCTTCTCTCTCCAGAGTCCAAATATGGTCCCCCATGCCCATCATGCCCAGGTAAGCCAACCCAGCCCTCGCCCTC Dee 

A P E F L C C P 5 V 
CAGCTCAAGGCCCGACACCTGCCCTACAGTAGCCTGCATCCACCGACAGGCCCCAGCCCCGTGCTGACGCATCCACCTCCATCTCTTCCTCAGCACCTCACTTCCTCCCGCGACCATCAG 1888 

F L F P P K P K D T L H I S R T P E V T C V V V D V S Q E D P E V Q F N W Y V D 
TCTTCCTGTTCCCCCCAAAACCCAAGGACACTCTCATCATCTCCCGGACCCCTCAGGTCACGTGCGTGGTGGTGGACGTGAGCCAGGAACACCCCGAGGTCCACTTCAACTCCTACCTCC 1289 

G V E V H N A K T K P R E E Q F N S T Y R V V S V L T V L H Q D W L N C K E Y K 
ATGGCGTGGAGGTGCATAATGCCAAGACAAAGCCCCGGGAGGAGCAGTTCAACAGCACGTACCGTGTGGTCAGCGTCCTCACCGTCCTCCACCACCACTGGCTGAACGGCAACCAGTACA 1328 

C K V S N K G L P S S I E K T I S K A K 
AGTGCAAGCTCTCCAACAAAGGCCTCCCCTCCTCCATCGAGAAAACCATCTCCAAAGCCAAAGGTGGGACCCACGGGGTGCGAGGGCCACACCGACAGACCCCAGCTCGCCCCACCCTCT 1448 

G Q P R E P Q V Y T L P P S Q E E H T K N C V 5 L T C 
GCCCTCCGAGTGACCGCTGTGCCAACCTCTGTCCCTACACGGCAGCCCCGAGAGCCACAGGTGTACACCCTGCCCCCATCCCAGGAGGAGATGACCAAGAACCAGCTCACCCTCACCTGC 15&B 

L V K G F Y P S D I A V E W E S N G Q P E N N Y K T T P P V L 0 S D C S F F L Y 
CTGGTCAAAGGCTTCTACCCCAGCCACATCCCCGTGGAGTGGCAGAGCAATGGGCACCCGGAGAACAACTACAAGACCACGCCTCCCGTCCTCGACTCCGACGGCTCCTTCTTCCTCTAC Ieee. 

S R L T V D K S R W C E G N V F S C S V H H E A L H N H Y T Q K S L S L S L G K 
AGCAGGCTAACCGTGGACAAGAGCAGCTGGCAGCAGGGCAATGTCTTCTCATGCTCCGTGATGCATGAGGCTCTGCACAACCACTACACACAGAAGACCCTCTCCCTCTCTCTGGGTAAA 1888 

* STOP r--1 
TCACTGCCAGCGCCGGCAAGCCCCCCCTCCCCGGGCTCTCGGGCTCGCGCGAGCATGCTTGGCACGTACCCCGTCTACATACTTCCCAGCCACCCAGCATGGAAATAAAGCACCCACCAC 1&28 

TCCCCTCGCCCCCTGTGAGACTGTGATGCTTCTTTCCACGGGTCAGGCCGAGTCTGAGGCCTGAGTGACATGACCGAGGCAGAGCGCGTCCCACTGTCCCCACACTGG Z829 

FIG. 3. The nucleotide sequence of a human C,. gene and its corresponding protein sequence. The complete sequence of 
the mRNA synonymous strand of the subcloned 2 kb insert of p24BRH is shown 5' to 3'. Amino acids predicted by the 
nucleotide sequence are shown above the first base of the respective codons . "Stop" indicates the termination codon UGA. 
The presumptive poly(A) addition signal sequence is marked by an asterisk. A potential ambiguity in our exon assignments 
is our placement of glycine at theN-terminal end of the CH3 domain. This residue also is encoded by the triplet immediate
ly following the C-terminus of the CH2 domain (GGT) . We believe our assignment to be correct, however, since placement 
of glycine in the CH2 domain would lead to a violation of the GT-AG rule for splice junction sequences. The one-letter 
code for amino acids is as follows: (A) alanine; (C) cysteine; (D) aspartic acid; (E) glutamic acid; (F) phenylalanine; (G) 
glycine; (H) histidine; (I) isoleucine; (K) lysine; (L) leucine; (M) methionine; (N) asparagine; (P) proline; (Q) glutamine; 
(R) arginine; (S) serine; (T) threonine; (V) valine; (W) tryptophan; (Y) tyrosine. 

CHI H CH2 CH3 

HUMAN Y4 
390 11 6 97 

UT leading to the suggestion that they arose from tandem 
duplication of a primordial gene unit (Edelman et at., 1969; 
Hill et a!., 1966). The sequence of the human C,. gene 
reported here allows precise domain boundaries to be 
drawn for human 'f heavy chains, on the basis of the boun
daries of the exons (see Fig. 3). When the three CH domains 
of the C,. gene are aligned with the introduction of gaps as 
noted by Edelman et at. ( 1969), the interdomain protein 
homologies are seen to range from 260Jo to 30% when gaps 
are excluded from the comparison . At the nucleotide level, 
these homologies are 43-50%. These homology relation
ships, as well as the presence of a centrally placed disulfide 
bridge within each domain, are consistent with the existence 
of an ancient common ancestor for the CH exons. 

294 3& 330 321 - 130 

Homologies of the human and mouse Cy regions 

Complete amino acid sequences have been determined 
for proteins of two human C , genes: the 'f l proteins Eu 
(Edelman et at., 1969) and Nie (Posting! and Hilschmann, 
1972), and the -y2 protein Til (Wang et at., 1980). These-

MOUSE Yl .96 120 

29 1 39 321 

MOUSE Y2b 
315 . 107 112 

29 1 6& 330 32 1 103 

MOUSE Y2o 
310 . 107 11 2 

2 91 46 330 32 1 10 3 

FIG. 4. Domain organization of human and mouse C, 
genes. The lengths of and distances between CH domains 
and hinge segments are schematically compared . Coding 
regions are denoted by solid blocks and intervening se
quences by lines connecting the blocks. Open blocks depict 
3' untranslated regions in the corresponding mRNAs (see 
legend to Fig. 5). 
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HUMAN >'4 100 }r--;T;;" CACCCACCACTGCCCTGGGCCCCTGTGAGACTGTGATGGTTCTTTC 153 

. 
MOUSE Y2b 68 -!--~T---G---1\.A- -TA___,.,----+.-11--<:T----G- 119 

. 
MOUSE 11 67 -!---!---G---T~----(A-T-+.C--cC---GA- 120 

FIG. 5. Homologies near the presumed site of poly(A) ad
dition. Sequences occurring 3' to the termination codons of 
the indicated genes are compared. Numbers at the ends of 
the sequences refer to the number of nucleotides from the 
codon to the first and last residues listed. The solid lines in 
the mouse sequences represent identity to the human se
quence. Where differences occur the nucleotides in the 
mouse sequences are indicated. The poly(A) addition signal 
is boxed. A two nucleotide gap is introduced into the mouse 
C,, sequence to maintain homology to the human se
quence. Additional homologies can be observed on both 

. sides of the stretches shown above by introduction of gaps 
into the mouse sequences . Asterisks mark the presumed 
sites of addition of poly(A) to the corresponding mouse 
mRNAs. eDNA sequence data leading to these conclusions 
appear in Tucker et a/. (1979b) (-y2b) and Obata et a/. 
(1980) (-yl). Sikorav eta/. (1980) determined the site of po
ly(A) addition in the mouse -y2a gene to be at the position 
corresponding to that of the -y2b gene above, and interest
ingly, Dunnick eta!. (1980) assigned the site to this (-y2b) 
position in a mouse -y I mRNA which carried a deletion of 
the CHI coding region. The discrepancies in the -y I data 
may very well be real, since preliminary sequence data for 
the human -y3 eDNA indicate that poly(A) is added at the 
leftward (-yl) site (Buxbaum et a/., unpublished). Thus 
alternative sites for addition of poly(A) to human and 
mouse gamma chain mRNAs may exist. The scale of Fig. 4 
accommodates either of these sites for the human -y4 gene. 

quence of the hinge, CH2, and CH3 domains have been 
determined for the -y3 heavy chain disease protein Wis 
(Frangione eta/., 1980) . When the C,. gene reported here is 
included in a comparison of these sequences, it is seen that 
the human -y subclasses share 90-950Jo amino acid sequence 
homology in the CH region if the hinge segment."is excluded 
from comparison. This homology suggests that a recent 
gene duplication event(s) gave rise to the four human C, 
genes. On the other hand, the hinge segments of these 
heavy chains are quite dissimilar in both length and se
quence. The hinge exon apparently has evolved very rapidly 
since divergence of the C, genes. It has been postulated that 
the hinge exon may have evolved from a degenerate domain 
(Tucker eta/., 1979a). However, its short length makes it 
difficult to detect any significant homology between the c,. 
hinge exon and the CH domain exons. Sequence analysis of 
other human C, genes may reveal common structural 
features which will provide unambiguous clues to the evolu
tionary origin of this gene segment. 

Mice, like humans, have four subclasses of C, regions. In 
Fig. 6 we compare the nucleotide sequence of the mouse 
C,, gene with that of the human c,. gene reported here, us
ing a dot matrix homology program (for discussion of this 
program see Hunkapiller and Hood, 1981). This method of 
analysis allows one to easily see homology relationships be
tween two sequences which may be difficult to determine by 
manual sequence alignment. Homology relationships are 
indicated by diagonal lines, nucleotide differences by gaps 
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in these lines, and sequence gaps (insertions or deletions) by 
offset diagonals. Figure 6 demonstrates that the human and 
mouse genes share significant homology in the CH domains 
and 3' untranslated region, but have diverged extensively in 
the introns and hinge region. A similar result is seen when 
the mouse C;za and C;2b genes are compared to the human 
c,. gene (data not shown). A close inspection of this figure 
shows that the sequence divergence in the CH domains is 
nonuniform; that is, divergent nucleotides are nonrandom
ly clustered along the lengths of the exons. This pattern also 
is seen in the amino acid sequences. This observation im
plies that certain sequences are more highly conserved than 
others, presumably because of functional constraints. 

A comparison of the amino acid sequences encoded by 
the mouse c;l' c;2a' and c;2bgenes has shown that the pro
teins are 65-800Jo homologous to one another in the CH 
regions when hinge segments are not included in the com
parison (Sikorav eta!., 1980). This is significantly less than 
the homology shared by human -y chains, and suggests that 
the mouse genes arose from a separate and much earlier 
duplication event than that which gave rise to the human C, 
genes. 

The idea of C, gene duplications occurring independently 
in mammalian species was noted by Pink eta!. (1970). If 
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FIG. 6. Dot matrix homology analysis of human C,. and 
mouse C,, genes. A computer program (Hunkapiller and 
Hood, 1981) was used to generate a matrix of dots in
dicating segments of homology between the two sequences 
being compared. Different matrix patterns can be 
generated from such an analysis, depending on the desired 
homology criterion. In this figure a dot was scored when a 
four out of five match was seen in the regions of com
parison of the two sequences. The human c,. and mouse 
C,, sequences are represented along the horizontal and ver
tical axes, respectively; coding and 3' untranslated regions 
are indicated. Areas on the matrix corresponding to the 
ends of these regions are enclosed within pairs of short 
perpendicular lines which, if extended, lead to the borders 
of the exons and untranslated regions of the respective 
genes. 
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this is correct, a particular C, gene of one species would be 
evolutionarily equidistant from the C, genes of other 
species . In Table I we compare the protein and DNA se
quences of the human c,. domains with the corresponding 
domains of the mouse C, genes. Also included are the 3' un
translated sequences near the poly(A) addition site. Since 
no significant homology was seen between the introns by 
dot matrix analysis, these were not compared. Gaps were 
introduced in the mouse genes where necessary to maintain 
homology with the human sequence (see table legend). The 
mouse C,J sequence has not been published and so was not 
included in the comparisons. The results clearly show that 
the human C,. gene is equally related to each of the mouse 
C, genes. (Note that a 3-nucleotide gap is needed in an 
identical position in all the mouse genes in order to main
tain homology to the human sequence in the CHI domain.) 
The failure to see a mouse C, counterpart to the human c,. 
gene thus supports the notion of separate C, gene duplica
tions in the two species. 

It is interesting to compare the relatedness of human and 
mouse C, genes with that shown by C. genes. Hieter et at. 
(1980) recently compared the sequences of human and 
mouse C. genes. These sequences are 81 CT!o homologous, 
which is higher than the levels indicated in Table I for C, 
genes of the two species . This difference may be related to 
the evolution of specialized functions shown by the proteins 
encoded by CH genes. 

TABLE I. HOMOLOGY COMPARISONS OF HUMAN 
AND MousE 'Y GENES. 

Mouse ')'I 

Mouse ')'2b 

Mouse 'Y2a 

% Homology to 
Human ')'4 

CHI CH2 CH3 3' 

71 76 73 75 [57] 
(67) (68) (59) 
69 75 70 77 [57] 

(62) (65) (58) 
69 75 70 73 [59] 

(64) (65) (63) 

The human C
14 

domains and the region surrounding the 
presumed site of poly(A) addition are compared with the cor
responding sequences in the indicated mouse genes. Numbers on 
the top lines of the coding-region comparisons refer to the 
nucleotide homologies, and numbers below those in parentheses 
refer to amino acid homologies. Sequences were aligned with the 
following gaps introduced to maintain homologies: (I) A 3 
nucleotide gap was inserted between amino acid position 59 and 60 
of all the mouse CHI domains. (2) A 9 nucleotide gap was inserted 
bet ween amino acids 3 and 4 of the mouse 'Y I C H2 domain. (3) A 2 
nucleotide gap was inserted in the 3' untranslated region of the 
mouse ')'I gene, as indicated in Fig. 5. Sequences compared in the 3' 
column correspond generally to the regions shown in Fig. 5; the 
boundar ies of the compared sequences were chosen where the 
introduction of additional gaps would have been necessary to 
maintain homology to the human gene. Numbers in bracket s in 
this column refer to the number of residues compared. In all the 
comparisons the percent homology to the human sequence was 
calculated with gaps exclc~ded from the comparison. Mouse se
quences used in these calculations were taken from Tucker eta/. 
(1979a) (')'2b), Honjo et at. (1979) (')'I), and Yamawaki-Kataoka et 
at. (1981) (')'2a) . 
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ABSTRACT We report the nucleotide sequence of a gene en
coding a human immunoglobulin C.r2 region. Comparison with the 
previously determined C.r4 sequence reveals that these two genes 
share extensive (""'95%) homology in the three CH domain exons 
and adjacent noncoding regions. In contrast, hinge exons have 
diverged to a much greater degree, implying that natural selection 
has favored the generation of diversity in these coding regions. We 
have used the noncoding nucleotide differences to estimate that 
approximately 6-7 million years have elapsed since the occurrence 
of the gene duplication or correction event which generated the 
two identical ancestral genes. In addition we show that the two C, 
genes are arranged in human chromosomal DNA in the configu
ration 5'-C,2-17 kilobase pairs -C,4-3'. 

lgG is the major class of antibody molecule in the serum of 
mammals, representing 70-80% of the total serum immuno
globulin in humans . It is distinguished from other classes of 
antibodies by a ')'heavy chain constant region (CJ The C, re
gions of human lgG molecules are divided into four subclasses 
(C,~> C,2, C,3 , and C,4) encoded by distinct germ-line genes 
(1). Protein sequence studies (2-5) have shown that the sub
classes are highly homologous, indicating that the correspond
ing genes derive from a common ancestral C, gene. 

Subclasses oflgG have been observed in several other mam
mals, although the number varies for different species (6). This 
observation suggested that C, gene duplications 'occurred in
dependently in various mammalian evolutionary lines after 
their divergence from a common ancestor. The model assumes 
that members of a ex gene family evolve independently and that 
the accumulated ditferences in the C, genes reflect the time 
elapsed since the duplication event. \tolecular analyses of 
mouse C, genes suggest that this simple model may not be cor
rect (7, 8). These studies indicate that, during evolution, genetic 
information has been exchanged between nonallelic mouse C, 
genes. This implies the existence of mechanisms that prevent 
the C, genes from freely diverging from one another, so that 
sequence homology is continually renewed within the gene 
family. This postulated type of mechanism has been termed 
"gene correction" (9). 

We are interested in determining the structural character
istics of human C, genes to provide insights into the evolution 
of the C, gene family. We previously determined the complete 
nucleotide sequence of one human C, gene, that encoding the 
C,4 region (10). In this paper we report the sequence of a human 
C,2 gene and compare it to the C,4 sequence. In addition we 
provide molecular evidence that these genes lie adjacent to one 
another in human chromosomal DNA. 

The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge 
payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertise
ment'' in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. The human genomic DNA library was obtained 
from T. Maniatis. Sources of nucleic acid enzymes, reagents for 
DNA sequence analysis, bacteria, and the phage :\113mp2 were 
those described by Steinmetz et al. (ll). 

Isolation and Subcloning of Cloned Human Chromosomal 
Fragments. All cloning experiments were carried out in ac
cordance with the recommended National Institutes of Health 
guidelines for recombinant DNA research . Isolation and re
striction mapping of DNA fragments from a human genomic 
DNA library cloned in A Charon 4A bacteriophage were done 
as described (10). Either the entire Charon 4A recombinant or 
the C,-containing 6.4-kilobase-pair (kb) Hindiii fragment of 
clone 5A was subcloned into the phage \113mp2. The DNA 
was first digested with Hindiii plus either Ava II or Alu I. 
EcoRI-cleaved :\113mp2 DNA and the fragments to be cloned 
were made flush-ended by treatment with T4 DNA polymerase 
and then were blunt-end ligated (12). The ligation mixture was 
used to transform Escherichia coli strain J:\-1101 , and C, -con
taining clones were isolated after screening of plaques (13) with 
the subcloned C, 4 gene from clone 24B (see Fig. 1 and ref. 10). 

DNA Sequence Analysis. Individual :\113 subclones were 
analyzed by the dideoxy technique (14, 15) essentially as de
scribed by Steinmetz et al (ll), except that [a- 32P]dATP was 
used as the labeled precursor. Alignment of the analyzed frag
ments yielding the composite C, DNA sequence was deter
mined by either overlaps of Ava II and Alu I fragments or by 
homology of the translated DNA sequence to existing sequence 
data for a human y2 protein (3). 

RESULTS 

Human C,2 and C,4 Genes Are Linked. Human genomic 
DNA clones hybridizing to a human C,3 eDNA probe were 
isolated as described (10). Restriction maps for the inserts offive 
of these clones indicate that the corresponding chromosomal 
fragments overlap (Fig. 1). From clone blot hybridization ex
periments with the c,3 probe, we deduce that two separate 
regions on the composite stretch of human DNA contain C, 
sequences. We have previously determined the nucleotide se
quence of the gene on the right of Fig. 1 and found that it en
codes a C,4 region (10). The sequence analysis of the C, 4 gene 
indicated that it is transcribed from left to right in Fig. 1, al
lowing us to orient the mRNA synonymous strand as shown. 
Below we show that the gene lying 17 kb 5' to C,4 is a C, 2 gene 
and that it also is transcribed from left to right in Fig. 1. This 
intergenic distance is comparable to the distances found be-

Abbreviations: CH, constant region ofhea\'y chain; kb, kilobase pair(s). 
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tween mouse CY genes, which have been shown to range from 
I7 to 34 kb (I6). 

Primary Structure of a Human Cy2 Gene. The nucleotide 
sequence of the CY gene contained in clone 5A is presented in 
Fig. 2. Translation of the coding regions indicates that this gene 
is transcribed in the same direction as the cy4 gene and that 
it encodes the constant region of a -y2 protein. This conclusion 
is based on comparison with the complete sequence of the my
eloma -y2 protein Til (3). The predicted protein sequence agrees 
with the Til sequence at all but three positions. Two of these 
are differences in amide assignment: we found a glutamic acid 
codon for position 20 of the CHI coding region and an asparagine 
codon for position 84 of the CH2 exon, whereas Wang et aL (3) 
found glutamine and aspartic acid, respectively, for these res
idues. The other difference is a serine - alanine interchange 
at position 60 of the CHI domain . The hinge segment, which 
most clearly distinguishes the human C., subclasses, is identical 
for the putative C..,2 gene and protein sequences. Thus we feel 
confident in classifying this gene as a C 2 gene. 

Our sequence of the C..,2 gene, which begins 2I4 nucleotides 
5' to the CHI coding region and continues 207 residues past the 
termination codon, contains the same general structural fea
tures that we previously observed for the human c..,4 gene (10) . 
The constant region and hinge exons are separated from one 
another by intervening DNA sequences (whose lengths are vir
tually identical in the two genes), and characteristic residues 
are present at the intron-exon junctions which presumably play 
a role in determining the proper splicing of the coding segments 
in the nuclear RNA precursor (I7). The hexanucleotide A-A-T
A-A-A, which has been implicated as a signal sequence for the 
polyadenylylation of eukaryotic structural gene transcripts (I8), 
is centered 103 nucleotides 3' to the translation stop codon. As 
observed for the human cy4 gene (IO) and mouse c., genes (8, 
I9, 20), a lysine residue not present in the mature protein is 
encoded at the COOH terminus of the CH3 exon. 

Comparison of C.., 2 and Cy4 Gene Sequences. In Fig. 2 the 
nucleotide sequences of the human cy2 and c..,4 genes are 
aligned for direct comparison. The substitutions leading to cod-

---17kb---' 

Tf 

SA Y.. I T i TT 

6A - Ti T t T T ? T 

248 ! ! t !! ~ ! ~ 

50 t !! ~ ! ~ I 
........... T T ~ T ~ I T i 200 2kb 

FIG. 1. Restriction map of a chromosomal region containing two 
human C, genes. The five lowest lines represent the human DNA in
serts of recombinants cloned in Charon 4A. Positions of cleavage of 
the ~.:estriction enzymes H indlll (<jl), BamHI (,), and EcoRI ( ']>) are in
dicated. The restriction· maps indicate that the cloned fragments over
lap as shown. Solid bars represent the regions encompassed by Cl cod
ing sequences; introns are not shown. A composite map o the 
chromosomal region spanned by the cloned fragments appears at the 
top. Arrows indicate the 5' -to-3' orientation of the mRNA synonymous 
strands of the two C, genes (see text). The BamHI-Hindiii fragment 
immediately 5' to the c,. gene in clone 20D is approximately 100 nu
cleotides longer than the corresponding fragment in clones 24B and 5D. 
This conceivably could represent allelic variation. 
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ing differences are indicated by listing the distinguishing amino 
acids of the C..,4 gene. The CY2 region contains one less amino 
acid than its c..,4 counterpart; the apparent deletion is located 
near the NH2 terminus of the CH2 domain [we refer to the dif
ference as a deletion because the CH2 domains of the human 
-y1 and -y3 heavy chains contain the same number of amino acids 
as does the corresponding domain of the C.., 4 region (2, 4) ]. The 
nucleotide sequence alignment giving maximal homology in this 
region suggests that the coding difference arose from deletion 
or insertion events at two sites. 

Table I lists the nucleotide differences in the various coding 
and noncoding segments of the two human genes. Two notable 
features of the homology relationship are evident from the data. 
First, the noncoding regions show nearly as much homology as 
do the CH domain exons (=95%). Second, the hinge exons are 
only about 70% homologous and thus are far more divergent 
than any of the other coding or noncoding regions . 

In studies of recently diverged genes, Perler et al. (21) de
termined that noncoding nucleotide substitutions appear at a 
rate of approximately 7 X 10-9 nucleotide substitutions per site 
per yea~ . Assuming that these substitutions are phenotypically 
silent and thus not subjected to natural selection, this rate ap
proximates the actual mutation rate and is presumed to be linear 
over a relatively short evolutionary period [about 100 million 
years according to these authors (21)] . Thus we should be able 
to use the data of Table 1 to estimate the time of divergence of 
the human cy2 and c..,4 genes from a common ancestral se
quence . Using the total percentage divergence in noncoding 
regions (4.6%) and the above substitution rate, we estimate that 
approximately 6.6 million years have elapsed since divergence 
of the human c..,2 and cy4 genes. 

DISCUSSION 

Human C Coding Sequences. We previously observed that 
the predicted protein sequence encoded in our cy4 gene differs 
by a single residue from the partially determined sequence of 
ahuman -y4 protein (10). The Cy2 region encoded by the gene 
reported here is seen to differ by three amino acid residues from 
the complete sequence determined for the human y2 heavy 
chain Til (3) . Most of the sequence of the constant region of 
another human y2 chain has been determined (22), and com
parison of the three CY2 sequences (hvo protein and one DNA) 
reveals three to four interchanges between all pairs of compared 
sequences, most of which are due to differences in amide as
signment. We cannot be certain that any of these differences 
reflect genetic polymorphisms rather than technical artifacts. 
Thus, the protein polymorphisms seen in this small sample of 
Cy2 and C..,4 sequences are quite limited and possibly non
existent. This observation is not surprising, given the paucity 
of different allotypes observed for human y2 and y4 chains (23). 
In contrast, the human y1 and y3 chains exhibit a large number 
of distinct genetic variants (24). 

One striking feature of the coding sequences compared here 
is the extensive divergence in the hinge exons. Fig. 2 and Table 
1 reveal that the hinge exons are situated between two introns 
showing the same high degree of homology as the C., exons . 
Assuming that changes in intron sequences are not acted on by 
natural selection, we expect the rate of appearance of these 
changes to reflect the true mutation rate. The hinge sequences, 
however, show a much greater rate of genetically fixed change 
than the observed presumed basal level of the introns. We be
lieve that the high rate of base substitution in hinge exons is due 
to rapid fixation of the substituted nucleotides by natural se
lection . There apparently is a selective advantage to generating 
diversity in the hinge coding region . The nature of this advan
tage is not obvious, although others have speculated about dif-
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AGCTTTCTGGGGCGAGCCGGGCCT&ACTTTGGCTTTGGGGCAGGGAGTGGGCT AA6GTGAGGCAGGTGGCGCCAGCCAGGTGCACACCCAA TGCCCGTGAGCCCAGACACTGGACCCTGCCTGGACCCTCGTGGAT AGAC 

-----.. &------- 6 6 ----.r.--c---

Al aSe rTtH' L ys G 1 yPr oScrva lF-h t:!Pr oLt uA l aPr o Cys Se r Arg Se rThr SerG 1 uSerTn 
AAGAACCGAGGGGCCTCT&CG CCTGGGCCCAGCTCT6TCCCACACCGC6GTCACATGGCACCACCTCTCTTGCAGCCTCCACCAAGGGCCCATCGGTCTTCCCCCTGGCGCCCTGCTCCAGGAGCACCTCCGAGAGCAC 

r /41 a A l a leuGl yCy ~L E uVal Ly~ A!'pT y r F'heProG 1 uPr o Va 1 Thr Va l SerTrpAsn SerGl yA l a LeuThrSe r Gl yv a J Hi 5-ThrPh cProA la Va lLeuGl nSer Se rG 1 y L ~uTy r Se rLeuSerSe r Va 1 v 
AGCCGCCCTGGGCTGCCTGGTCAAGGACTACTTCCCC6AACC6GTGAC6GT6TC6TGGAACTCAGGCGCTCT6ACCAGCGGCGTGCACACCTTCCCAGCTGTCCTACAGTCCTCAGGACTCT ACTCCCTCAGCAGCGTGG 

a l Thr Va 1 Pr o:;er Ser As.n Ph eG 1 y Ttw G 1 n Tnr Ty r ThrCys Asn Va 1 As pH i sL y sPr oSer Asn Thr l y s Va l As pL ys Thr v a 1 
TGACCGTGCCCTCCAGCAACTTCGGCACCCAGACCTACACCTGCAAC6TA6ATCACAAGCCCAGCAACACCAAGGTGGACAAGACAGTTGGTGAGAGGCCAGCTCAGGGAGGGAGGGTGTCTGCTGGAAGCCAGGCTCAG 

------------&-~--~·------------------------------------&-----------~------------------------SerLe1.1 Lys Arg 

CCCTCCTGCCT6GACGCACCCCGGCT6TGCAGCCCCAGCCCAGGGCAGCAAGGCAGGCCCCATCT6TCTCCTCACCC6GA6GCCTCTGCCCGCCCCACTCATGCTCAGGGAGAGGGTCTTCTGGCTTTTTCCACCAGGCT 

------------------------------------~---------------------~-...--------------------~,---------

CCAGGCAGGCACAGGCTGGGTGCCCCTACCCCAGGCCCTTCACACACAGGGGCAGGTGCTTGGCTCAGACCTGCCAAAAGCCATATCCGGGAGGACCCTGCCCCTGACCTAAGCCGACCCCAAAGGCCAAACTGTCCACT 
~---c ~--------&---------------<------~ 

G l uArgL y sCy s Cy s val G l u Cy s Pr oPr oC y :;; Pro 
CCCTCAGCTC6GACACCTTCTCTCCTCCCA6ATCCIIA6TAACTCCC.UTCTTCTCTCTGCAGAGCGC.UATGTTGTGTC6AGTGCCCACCGTGCCCAGGTAAGCCAGCCCAGGCCTCGCCCTCCAGCTCAAGGCGGGACA 

--------•---------~--------------~c----..~c-ccA----r~------~~---------------
ser TyrGl yPro Pro Ser 

AlaPro 
IIGTGCCCT AGAGT AGCCTGCATCCAGGGACAGGCCCCAGCTGGGTGCTGACAC&TCCACCTCCATCTCTTCCTCAGCACCA 

Pro Va 1 A 1 aG l y PrCJS c r·v a 1 ~hele: '.JF' t•ePr o F-ro l ys Pr oL ysAsp ThrLe u 
CCTGTGGCAGGACCGTCAGTCTTCCTCTTCCCCCCAAAACCCAAGGACACCCTC 

-----------------<----~~.----------46AGTT---6-- ----..------~-----------T--
GluPh ele uGly 

Me t ll e Ser ArgT h rPr oG l uVe1 Tl"l rC ys Val Vel Va 1 Asp Va 1 Se rHi s G1uAs pPr oGl uVa l Gl nPheAs nTrpTyr Va }A spG l yVa l Gl u Va l Hi sA~nA l a l ysT hr l ysPr oArgGl uGl uG 1 nPh eAsnSe 
ATGA TCTCCC6GACCCCTGAGGTCACGTGCGTGGTGGT6GACGTGAGCC4CGAAGACCCCGA6GTCCA6TTC.UCTIIGT AC6TIIGACGGC6T6GAIIGTGCA T AA TGCCAAGACAAAGCCACGGGAGGAGCAGTT CAACAG 

Gln 

rThrPI"IeArgva l v a 1 Ser va lleuThrVa 1 Va l Hi s G 1 nAsp TrpleuA s nG 1 yl ys G 1 uT yrL ysCysL ys va 1 Ser Asnl y sG 1 yleuPr o A 1ePro ll e G l ul ys Thr l l e Ser L ys Thrl ys 
CACGTTCCGTGTGGTCAGCGTCCTCACCGTTGTGCACCAGGACTGGCT6.UCGGC.U66A6TAC.U6TGCAAGGTCTCC.UCAAAGGCCTCCCAGCCCCCATCGAGAAAACCATCTCCAAAACCAAAGGTGGGACCCGCG 

____..,. C T-4----------------~~-----------.. 
Tyr Leu SerSe r Ala 

Gl yGl nProAr gG l uPr oGl nVa 1 Tyr ThrLeuProPr oSe r Ar gG luG l u Me::t Th 
GGGTATGAGGGCCACATGGACAGAGGCCGGCTCGGCCCACCCTCTGCCCTGGGA6TGACCGCTGTGCCAACCTCT6TCCCTACAGGGCAGCCCCGAGAACCACAGGTGTACACCCTGCCCCCATCCCGGGAGGAGATGAC 

---se-------c·------~,------------------------------------------------~------------------~---------
Gl n 

rl y sAs nG 1 nva l SerLeuThr Cy s LeuVel L ysG 1 yPhe TyrProSer Asp 11 e.& 1 a va 1 G 1 uTrpG 1 uSer .&snG 1 yG 1 nProG 1 uAs n As n T yrL y s Thr ThrProProMe t LeuAspSe r Asp G 1 ySe r Phe Pnel 
C.UGAACCAGGTCAGCCTGACCTGCCTGGTCA.UGGCTTCTACCCCAGCGACATCGCCGT6GAGTGGGAGAGCAATGGGCAGCC6GAGAAC.UCTAC.UGACCACACCTCCCATGCTGGACTCCGACGGCTCCTTCTTCC 

Val 

euTyrSerl y s leulhrVa 1 Aspl y s Ser ArgTrpG l nG 1 nG l y Asnva 1 PheSerCys SerVal He t Hi s G 1 uA 1 aleuH i s As nH i s Tyr Tnr G 1 nL y sSerLeuSerLeuSer Pr oG 1 yl ysslOP 
TCT ACAGC.UGCTCACCGTGGAC.UGAGCA6GTGGCAGCAG6G6AAC6TCTTCTCATGCTCCGTGA TGCA TGAGGCTCTGCACAACCACT ACACGCAG.UGAGCCTCTCCCTGTCTCCGGGT AAA TGAGTGCCACGGCCG 

Arg Gl u Leu 

* GCAAGCCCCCGCTCCCCAGGCTCTC&GGGTCGCGT&AGGA TGCTTGGCACGT ACCCC6T6T ACAT ACTTCCCAGGCACCCAGCA TGG~ACCCAGCGCTGCCCTGGGCCCCTGCGAGACTGTGA TGGTTCTTT 

----------~r---------~=----------------~-----------------------------c~------------------------

CCGTGGGTCAGGCCGAGTCTGAGGCCT6A6TGGCATGAGGGAGGCA6AGTGGGTC 

-.c--------------------~------------c 

FIG. 2. Nucleotide sequences of the human C, 2 and C, 4 genes. The complete C, 2 protein sequence is listed above the corresponding DNA se
quence. Solid lines represent identity of the C,4 gene to the C, 2 sequence; where differences occur, the C, 4 sequence is indicated. A total of 2015 
nucleotide positions are compared, including sequence gaps introduced into both genes to maintain sequence homology. Amino acid differences 
encoded in the C, 4 sequence are indicated by listing the C, 4-specific amino acids below the corresponding codons. Note that seven nucleotides near 
the 5' end of the CH2 exon are read in different translational reading frames in the two genes. "Stop" indicates the termination codon UGA. The 
presumptive poly(A) addition signal sequence is marked by an asterisk. 

ferences in hinge sequences leading to different effector func
tions for the lgG subclass molecules (3, 25-28). 

Other Genetic and Evolutionary Considerations. Yamawaki
Kataoka et aL (8) performed a detailed sequence comparison of 
three of the four mouse Cygenes, those encoding the CH regions 
of y1 , y2a, and y2b proteins. The homologies among these 
genes are much less than the homology seen for the human CY 
genes reported here [on the order of 50-80%, depending on 
the genes compared (8)]. The mouse CY genes, however, are 
more similar to one another than they are to the human genes 
(refs. 8 and 10, and this work). One way to explain the greater 
intraspecies homologies is to postulate that the common ances-

tor of humans and mice had a single CY gene and that multiple 
cy genes in the two species arose from independent gene du
plication events occurring after speciation. Another explanation 
is that the common ancestor possessed multiple CY genes and 
that gene correction mechanisms have operated to maintain 
sequence homology within the respective CY gene families . 
According to these views, because the human CY genes are more 
similar to one another than are the mouse genes, duplication 
or correction events have occurred more recently in the CY 
genes of humans than of mice. 

Gene correction can be defined , in the context of a multigene 
family, as a genetic process whereby the sequence of all or part 
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Table 1. Sequence differences between c,2 and c,~ genes 

Substitutions, no. 

Residues Noncoding or Difference, % 

compared, synonymous Coding Silent or 
Gene segment no. Gaps• coding replacement non coding Replacement Total 

Coding: 
CHl 294 5 4 1.7 1.4 3.1 
Hinge 36 2 9 5.6 25.0 30.6 
CH2 325t 7* 9 6 2.8 1.8 4.6 
CH3 321 5 5 1.6 1.6 3.2 

Noncoding: 
5' flanking 213 2 9 4.2 4.2 
CHI-hinge intron 390 2 18 4.6 4.6 
Hinge--CH2 intron 118 4 3.4 3.4 
CH2-CH3intron 97 5 5.1 5.1 
3' untranslatedl 125 6 4.8 4.8 
3' flanking 82 5 6.1 6.1 

• These were introduced as noted in Fig. 2; the relevant residues were not compared and do not contribute to the calculation 
of % difference. 

t The homologous residues read in different reading frames are not compared here. 
*See Fig. 2. 
I This region extends from the residue immediately 3' to the termination codon to the site of poly(A) addition. We have ten

tatively placed this latter site 125 nucleotides 3' to the stop codon (see figure 5 of ref. 10). 

of the corrected gene is replaced by the sequence of a homol
ogous nonallelic gene (9). Two mechanisms for gene correction 
among tandemly linked genes are homologous unequal cross
over and gene conversion. Both models assume that the genetic 
recombination takes place between tandem gene arrays that are 
in phase but out of register, so that apposing DNA sequences 
are homologous but not identical. When unequal crossover 
events occur in intergenic regions, the result is expansion and 
contraction of the size of the gene family. Repeated events of 
this type during evolution can result in fixation of the sequence 
of a single family member at the expense of the other members 
(29). The result of an unequal crossover event within nonallelic 
structural genes is the production of a hybrid gene, the classic 
example being that of hemoglobin Lepore (30). Unlike unequal 
crossovers, gene conversion events do not change the size of 
the gene family. Rather, a given stretch of DNA sequence of 
one gene is replaced by the sequence of another nonallelic gene 
through a recombination event. · 

In light of these considerations and our determination of the 
Cy2 and CY4 gene order, it is interesting to examine the case 
of a human IgG molecule that apparently resulted from a re
combination between the Cy2 and CY4 genes. Natvig and Kun
kel (31) described a myeloma protein in which the CHI and CH2 
domains were characteristic of a ;4 chain and the CH3 domain 
resembled that of a y2 polypeptide. Fig. 3A schematically dia
grams an unequal crossover involving CY2 and CY4 genes linked 
in the order we have determined. Both products of the recom
bination event contain hybrid genes; chromosome I contains 
only a Lepore-like gene, whereas chromosome II contains nor
mal Cy2 and CY 4 genes in addition to a Lepore-like gene. In 
studies of sera from normal volunteers which apparently con
tained the normal counterpart of the hybrid myeloma protein, 
Natvig and Kunkel found that these individuals expressed nor
mal lgG2 molecules, although they lacked lgG4 proteins. Chro
mosome II of Fig. 3A conceivably could represent the configu
ration in the DNA of these individuals, if one assumes that the 
normal Cy4 gene present is not expressed. Upstream (5') to both 
the normal Cy4 gene and the hybrid gene are DNA sequences 
that mediate class switching. If CH switching is subclass-spe
cific, the relevant sequences 5' to the normal CY4 gene may be 
excluded from the switching event by virtue of their being 

downstream from the same sequences present near the hybrid 
gene. If this explanation for the failure to express the normal 
CY 4 gene is correct, it may shed some light on the mechanisms 
whereby CH genes are selected for class-switch recombination . 

A second explanation for the above clinical observations is 

A 
CY2 Cr4 

= :I 2 •2 

J 
Cr2- r4 

I r=w 2 

Cr2 Cr4-r2 Cr4 
II = ...., -

B 
Cr2 Cr4 
= J X 2 -l 
Cr2 Cr4 -r2 

m = _, 

Cr2 -r4 
Til 2 r=w -

FIG. 3. Two models for the generation of a hybrid C,.-C,2 protein. 
(A). Unequal crossing over. A crossover occurs between misaligned 
chromosomes. The site of reciprocal exchange is indicated by the 
crossed lines. The two resulting chromosomes are labeled I and II. For 
simplicity we refer to the species participating in the gem•tic exchange 
as homologous chromosomes, but sister chromatids could equally well 
be involved. (B). Gene conversion. Gene conversion results in genetic 
information from one gene being copied onto a second gene, thus lead
ing to gene correction. The chromosomes resulting from the gene con
version are labeled III and IV. 
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presented schematically in Fig. 38. Here, a gene conversion 
process is proposed which involves a genetic exchange between 
aligned C.y2 and C.Y4 genes. Chromosome III of Fig. 38 is con
sistent with the phenotype expressed by the volunteer individ
uals mentioned above. The gene conversion model is the sim
pler of the two proposals in that it does not require an ad hoc 
explanation for the failure to express a normal cy4 gene. 

Several examples of apparent gene correction have been re
ported for mammalian genes (8, 32, 33). In all of these cases, 
recombination points are proposed to lie within the structural 
genes rather than in intergenic regions. This conclusion follows 
from the observation that the levels of homology are different 
in different parts of the genes involved. Relatively sharp bound
aries (representing presumed recombination break points) are 
observed, on either side of which are regions of greater and 
lesser homology. This pattern is evident when one examines 
rodent CY sequences. For the case of the two most similar mouse 
genes (Cy2a and Cy2b), the percentage of silent site substitutions 
in the CHI and CH3 exons is 2-3 times greater than the cor
responding neutral changes seen in the region between these 
exons (8). Comparison of guinea pig IgG subclass sequences also 
reveals disparate levels of homology in different C8 domains. 
The Cyl and cy2 protein sequences are >90% identical in CHI 

· domains, whereas the homology is 64-70% in C8 2 and CH3 
domains (28). In contrast, the two human C'Y genes compared 
here show a nearly constant level of homology among the dif
ferent exons and introns (except for the hinge region, as noted 
above). Thus, if a gene correction mechanism is responsible for 
the extensive homology between these genes, we would pro
pose that the recombination break points of the most recent 
correction event lie outside the regions we have analyzed. 

Clinical studies have uncovered a number of examples of 
apparent duplications and deletions of human c'Y genes (34-37), 
as well as several cases of hybrid human y heavy chains (3I, 38, 
39). Thus, it appears that unequal crossover or gene conversion 
events occur at a significant frequency among human CY genes. 
These types of events can be envisioned to play a part in both 
gene duplication and gene correction. It seems reasonable to 
view duplication and correction as two different manifestations 
of the same fundamental genetic process, one which has played 
an important role in the evolution of the human GY gene family. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report the nucleotide sequence of a gene encoding the constant region of a 
human immunoglobulin yl heavy chain (CY 1). A comparison of this sequence with 
those of the C 2 and C 4 genes reveals fi1at these three human C genes share 
considerable hortlology in ~oth coding and noncoding regions. The nucledtide sequence 
differences indicate that these genes diverged from one another approximately 6-8 
million years ago. An examination of hinge exons shows that these coding regions 
have evolved more rapidly than any other areas of the C genes in terms of both base 
substitution and deletion/insertion events. Coding sequehce diversity also is observed 
in areas of CH domains which border the hinge. 

INTRODUCTION 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) molecules in humans are divided into four subclasses 

based on the presence of particular gamma heavy chain constant regions (Cy). These 

Cy regions (Cyl' Cy2, cy 3, and cy 4) are encoded by distinct germline genes (1) 

which are presumed to be the products of gene duplication of an ancestral CY gene. 

Several species of mammals have been shown to possess IgG subclasses, although the 

number of subclasses va.ries for different species. For example, both humans and 

mice have four subclasses, while guinea pigs have two and rabbits have only a single 

type of IgG. Structural studies at the protein and DNA level have been carried out 

with several species, and have shown that the homology relationships within the CY 

gene families are different for different mammals (2-9). For example, human Cy 

protein regions are over 90% homologous (2-5), while mouse CY genes share 

significantly less homology (7Q-80% at the nucleotide level (6-8)). Moreover, cross

species comparisons reveal no clear correspondence between individual human and 

mouse genes. These intra- and interspecies homology relationships, as well as the 

different numbers of Cy genes found in different mammals, indicate that the various 

mammalian Cy gene families have evolved quite differently since the time of 

mammalian speciation. 

We are interested in studying structural features of human CY genes in order to 

gain insights into the evolution of the human Cy gene family. We have previously 
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characterized the c'Y 2 and c'Y4 genes (10,11). In this paper we report the complete 

nucleotide sequence of a c'Y1 gene and compare the three human C'Y sequences. 

MATl:RiALS AND METHODS 

Mate; . 'Js --·--
The human fetal liver DNA library was obtained from T. Maniatis. Sources of 

nucleic acid enzymes, reagents for DNA sequencing, §_. coli strain JMlOl, and the 

phage Ml3mp2 were those described by Steinmetz et !!!_. (12). 

Isolation and restriction mapping of a human c'Y 1 genomic clone 

Screening of a human fetal liver DNA library cloned in lambda Charon 4A 

bacteriophage with a human c'Y 3 eDNA probe was done as previously described (10). 

Mapping of restriction sites for the enzymes Eco RI, Bam HI, Hind III, Xba I, !!g! II, 

and Pvu II was done by analysis of single and double digests with these enzymes. 

Subcloning and DNA sequence analysis 

The 3.0 kb Hind lli-Pvu II fragment of clone HG3A (see Fig. 1) was digested 

separately with frequent-cutting restriction enzymes and the products were subcloned 

into the phage Ml3mp2 as described (11). Subclones were chosen for sequence 

analysis following screening of plaques with a labelled genomic fragment containing a 

full-length c'Y 4 gene (see refs. 10 and 11). DNA sequencing of individual subclones 

was carried out as described (11). The composite C'Y DNA sequence was determined 

either by overlaps of sequenced regions or by homology of the translated DNA 

sequence to existing sequence data for a human immunoglObulin )'1 protein (2). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The primary structure of a human c'Y1 gene 

We have previously described the isolation of human C'Y genes from a 

recombinant phage library of fetal liver DNA, using as hybridization probe a cDN A 

encoding part of a c'Y 3 gene (10). One of these clones, HG3A, is shown 

diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The restriction map of this clone indicated that it is a 

distinct species from the clones shown to contain c'Y 2 and c'Y4 genes (10,11). A 

2.0 kb region from clone HG3A containing sequences hybridizing to a full-length c'Y4 
gene was sequenced by the dideoxynucleotide chain-termination method in the phage 

M13mp2. The sequence obtained is shown in Fig. 2, where we see that the gene has 

the same basic exon-intron organization that has been previously observed for both 

human (10,11) and mouse (6-8) C'Y genes. The three CH domains and the hinge 

segment of the polypeptide are encoded in individual exons that are separated from 

one another by introns, the largest one lying between the CH1 and hinge exons. The 

predicted amino acid residues are listed above the corresponding codons in Fig. 2, and 
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Avo II 

Hinf I 

Alu I 

Figure 1. Restriction map and sequencing strategy of a cloned human DNA fragment 
containing a C gene. Letters on the top line refer to cleavage sites for the 
following restri~non enzymes: B, Bam HI; H, Hind III; Bg, !!g! II; P, Pvu II; X, Xba I. 
Only the indicated Pvu II site was mapped, although this enzyme also cuts in other 
places in the clone. The arrow under the solid block indicates the direction of 
transcription. The dashed lines lead to an enlarged view of the region which was 
sequenced. Individual exons are shown here as solid blocks, whereas introns are not 
indicated at the top of the Figure. The arrowed lines represent the extent and 
direction of sequence determinations of individual subclones generated using the 
indicated enzymes. 

a comparison of this protein sequence with that of the heavy chains of the two human 

lgG1 molecules Eu (2) ancl .Nie (13) lead to an unambiguous designation of the cloned 

sequence as a c'Y1 gene. Except for differences in amide assignments of several 

residues, the encoded protein sequence differs from the Eu sequence at just three of 

329 compared residues, and only one difference is seen in a comparison with the Nie 

heavy chain. These differences do not include the lysine encoded at the C-terminus 

of the CH3 domain, which has been observed in mouse (6-8) and human (10,11) C'Y 

genes but does not appear in the mature polypeptides. Table 1 compares the lengths 

of the exons and introns of the human and mouse Cy genes that have been sequenced 

to date. Although some variation is seen in the lengths of noncoding regions and 

hinge exons, the overall organization of the C'Y genes is conserved in humans and 

mice. 

Antigenic determinants have been found on human IgG molecules which can 

serve as genetic markers for CH regions (14). Some of these allelic variants, called 

allotypes, have been correlated with specific amino acid residues in the heavy chains 
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AGCT T TC TGGGGCAGGCC 4GGCC TGACC T TGGC T T T GGGGCAGGGAGGGGGC T .UGG TGlGGCAGG T GGCGCC AGCAGGTGCACACCCAA l GCCCATGAGCCCAGACAC T GGACGCT G.U. 

ASTKGPSYFPL 
CC TCGCGGACAG T T .U.GUCCC AGGGGCC TC T GCGCC T GliGCCC AGC T C TG 1 CCCACACCGCGG T CACA T GGCACCACCTC TCT TGCAGCC TCCACCUGGGCCC A TCGG TC T TCCCCCT 

APSSK S TSG G TAALGCLYKOYfPEPYTVStfHSGALTSGYH 
GGCACCC TCC TCC AAGAGC ACC TC TGGGGGCACAGCGGCCC TGGGCTGCC TGGTC UGGACT At T TCCCCGAACCGG T GACGG TG TCG TGGAACTCAGGCGCCC TGACCAGCGGCG T GCA 

TF"PAYLOSSGLYSLSSYYTVPSSSLGTOTYICNYNHKPSN 
C ACCT TCCCGGC T G TCC TAt AG T CC TCAGGAC TC TACT CCC TCAGC AGCG TGG TGACCG T GCCC TCCAGCAGCT TGGGCACCCAGACCT ACA T C T GC.UCG TG.U TCAC.U.GCCCAGC.U. 

TKVOKKV 
CACCUGG T GGACA AGU AG T T GG T GAGAGGCCAGCACAGGGAGGGAGGGTG T C TGCTGGAAGCAGGC TCAGCGCT CC TGCCTGGACGC A TCCCGGCT A TGCAGCCCCAG TCCAGGGCAG 

CAAGGC AGGCCCCG T C T GCC T CT TCACCCGGAGCC TC l GCCCGCCCCAC TCA TGC TCAGGGAGAGGG TC l TC TGGCT T T T TCCCAGGC TC l GGGCAGGCACAGGC TAGG TGCCCCT AACC 

C AGGCCCTGCACACAAAGGGGC AGG TGCTGGGCTCAGACC TGCCAAGAGCCA TAT CCGGGAGGACCC T GCCCC T GACCT AAGCCCACCCCUAGGCCAUCTC TCCACTCCC TCAGC T CG 

EPKSCOKTHTCPPCP 
GACACCT TCTC TCCTCCCAGA TTCCAG T AAC TCCCU TCT TCT CT C TGC AGAGCCCUA TC T T G TGACUUCTCACACA TGCCCACCGTGCCCAGG T UGCCAGCCCAGGCCTCGCCCT 

APELLGGPS 
CCAGC TCUGGCGGGACAGG TGCCC T AGA G T AGCC TGCA T CC AGGGAC AGGCCCCAGCCGGG T GC T GACACG TCCACCT CCA TCTC TT CC TCAGCACC TGUCTCCTGGGGGGACCG TCA 

VF'LFPPkPKOTLMISATPEVTCYVYOVSHEOPEVKFNNYV 
GTC TTCCTCT TCCCCCCU.UCCCUGGACACCCT CA TGA TCTCCCGGACCCC TGAGG TCACA TGCG TGG TGGTGGACG TGAGCCACGUGACCCTGAGGTCUG T TCUCTGG T ACGTG 

0GVEVHNAkTkPREEO Y NSTYAVVSVLTVLH00NLNGKEY 
GACGGCG TGGAGG TGCA T AA TGCCAAGACAAAGCCGCGGGAGGAGCAG T ACAACAGCACG T ACCGGG T GGTCAGCG TCCTCACCG T CC TGCACCAGGACTGGCTGAA TGGCAAGGAG T AC 

KCKVSNKALPAPIEKTIS K AK 
AAG TGCAAGG TCTCCAACAAAGCCC TCCCAGCCCCC A l CGAGAAAACCA T CT CCAAAGCCU.AGGTGGGACCCGT GGGG TGCGAGGGCCACA TGGACAGAGGCCGGCTC6GCCCACCCTC 

GOPAEPQYYTLPPSAOELTKNQYSLTC 
TGCCCTGAGAG TGACCGC T G T ACCUCC TC T G TCC T AC AGGGCAGCCCCGAG.UCCACAGG T G T ACACCCTGCCCCCA TCCCGGGA TGAGCTGACCAAGUCCAGG TCAGCCTGACCTGC 

LVKGFYPSOIA V EWESNGOPENNYkTTPPVLOSOGSFFLY 
CTGGT CAAAGGCT T C TAT CCC AGCGACA T CGCCG T GGAG l GGGAGAGCAA TGGGCAGCCGGAGAACUC T ACAAGACCACGCCTCCCGTGCTGGACTCCGACGGCTCCTTCTTCCTC T AC 

SkLTVOk S RMOOGNYFSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPGK 
AGCAAGCTCACCG TGGACUGAGCAGG TGGCAGCAGGGGUCG T C T TC TCA TGCTCCGTGA TGCA TGAGGCTCTGCACUCCACT ACACGCAGAAGAGCCTCTCCCTG TCTCCGGGT AU 

..... ,JL-, 
TGAG TGCGACGGCCGGCUGCCCCGCTCCCCGGGC TCTCGCGG TCGCACGAGGA TGCT TGGCACG T ACCCCCTG T ACA TACT TCCCGGGCGCCCAGCA TGGAAA T UAGCACCCAGCGCT 

GCCCTGGGCCCCTGCGAGACTGTGATGGTTCTTTCCACGGGTCAGGCCGAGTCTGAGGCCTGAGTGGCATGAGGGAGGCAGAGCGGGTC 

Figure 2. The nucleotide sequence of a human C 1 gene and its corresponding protein 
sequence. The sequence of the mRNA synonyrrt6us strand is listed 5' to 3'. Amino 
acids predicted by the DNA sequences are listed in one-letter code above the 
respective codons. "Stop" indicates the termination codon UGA. The presumptive 
poly(A) addition signal sequence is marked by an asterisk. 

(15). We find that the discrepant residues in the Eu heavy chain and the encoded 

polypeptide reported here can be correlated with certain of these allotypic markers. 

The lysine encoded at position 97 of the CHI domain (Fig. 2) correlates with the Gm 

(17) determinant, while the arginine at the corresponding place in the Eu heavy chain 

is associated with the Gm (3) marker. Similarly, the asp-glu-leu sequence at positions 

16-18 of the CH3 domain of the cloned gene are believed to represent the Gm (1) 

allotypic determinant, whereas the glu-glu-met present in Eu correlates with the Gm 

(non-1) variant. Thus the cloned gene reported here encodes a polypeptide with the 

genetic markers Gm (1,17). The Nie heavy chain also carries these markers, yet 

differs at amino acid number 41 of the CH3 domain (Nie has arginine as compared to 

a tryptophan codon for the cloned sequence). 

Sequence divergence among three human Cy genes 

We have previously reported the nucleotide sequences of genes encoding CH 

regions of human y2 and y4 heavy chains (10,11). Our analysis of aCyl gene allows a 
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Table 1 Intron and exon lengths in Cy genes 

length of gene segment ( nucleotides) 

CHI-hinge hinge-CH2 CH2-CH3 
c gene CH1 intron hinge intron CH2 intron CH3 3' UT y 

human y1 294 388 45 118 330 96 321 J' 130 

human y2 294 392 36 118 327 97 321 J' 130 

human y4 294 390 36 118 330 97 321 J' 130 

mouse y1 291 356 39 98 321 121 321 93 

mouse y2a 291 310 48 107 330 112 321 103 

mouse y2b 291 316 66 107 330 112 321 103 

The data for the mouse genes are from reference 8. The human y2 and y4 numbers come 

from references 11 and 10, respectively. The lengths of the 3' untranslated (UT) regions 

in the human genes are determined by homology to the corresponding regions in mouse 

Cy genes (see Fig. 5 of reference 10). 

comparison of three members of the human Cy gene family. A summary of the 

nucleotide sequence comparisons is shown in Table 2. Nucleotide differences in the 

various noncoding regions are similar, and so values are listed for the total divergence 

in noncoding DNA. Similarly, each of the CH exons show similar homologies among 

the three genes, and the total observed differences for these exons are given. Hinge 

exons, on the other hand, show much greater variation than any other gene segment, 

and these regions are separately compared. Table 2 shows that the level of 

nucleotide substitution (not including gaps) in noncoding areas is not much greater 

than the total (silent plus amino acid replacement) seen in the CH coding regions. 

Except for areas surrounding the site of polyadenylation of the mRN A (16) and splice 

junctions (17), the noncoding segments of these genes have no known function. If 

these sequences are without any function, they are presumably not subjected to 

natural selection and are free to diverge. Estimates of the rate of appearance of 

nucleotide substitutions in unselected noncoding DNA (18) lead us to conclude that 

approximately 6-8 million years have elapsed since any two of these genes shared an 

identical sequence. The similar homology levels seen in the three pairwise 

comparisons make it difficult to determine which two genes shared the most recent 
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Table 2 Nucleotide sequence comparisons of three 

human immunoglobulin cy genes 

• % nucleotide difference 

CH exons Hinge exons 

total 
genes non coding 

compared areas silent replacement silent replacement 

'(1 vs. y2 4.7 (14 gaps)* 1.6 1.9 2.7 11.1 

'(1 vs. y4 5.4 (18 gaps) 2.3 2.2 2.7 16.7 

~2 vs. y4 4.6 ( 4 gaps) 2.0 1.6 3.3 16.7 

• This is calculated as (number of substitutions/number of residues compares) x 100. 

Gaps were not compared. 

* These were introduced into one or another of the compared sequences to maintain 

the homology alignment. 

common ancestor. However, significantly fewer gaps need to be placed in the 

noncoding areas of the cy2 and cy4 genes to maintain the homology alignment of the 

two sequences. This observation along with the determined linkage of these genes 

(11) suggests that they diverged more recently from each other than from the Cyl 

gene. 

Coding seguence divergence in and near the hinge 

The most interesting area~ of these genes in evolutionary terms are the hinge 

exons, which Table 2 indicates are the most divergent gene segments. The 

differences listed do not reflect the fact that the cy2 and cy4 hinge exons encode 

three fewer amino acids than the Cyl hinge exon, which codes for 15 residues. The 

DNA sequence alignment giving maximum homology among the three genes in this 

exon is shown in Fig. 3. Here we see that distinct nine-nucleotide gaps are placed in 

the cy2 and cy4 sequences. On either side of these gaps are small coding stretches 

which are homologous in the three C genes. Every nucleotide substitution indicated y 
in the cy2 and cy4 sequences is in a triplet which encodes an amino acid unique to 

that hinge region. The combination of nucleotide substitution and insertion/ deletion 

events leads to quite different coding properties in the hinge exons for the three CY 

genes. Fig. 4 shows the predicted amino acid sequences for the three hinge segments, 

as well as some contiguous residues in the CHI and CH2 domains. The alignment 

shows that coding sequence diversity is not limited to the hinge exon itself, but is also 
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/ 1 GAGCCC AA ATCTT GTGAC AAA AC TCACACAT GCCCACC GTGCC CA 

/ 2 ---{; ---G--T --G--G 

/ 4 -T---A-G- -c-c----'T - A---

Figure 3. Comparison of hinge exon nucleotide sequences. Solid lines represent 
identity of the y2 and y4 sequences to the yl sequence. Where differences occur in 
the y2 and y4 exons, the relevant residues are listed. Gaps are introduced into the y2 
and y4 listings to maximize homology to the yl sequence. 

found in areas of the CH domains which are adjacent to the hinge. Again both base 

substitution and insertion/deletion events produce coding differences; the latter type 

of event leads to nucleotides in the CH2 exon of the CY2 gene being read in a 

different translational reading frame than their homologous counterparts in the other 

two genes (see Fig. 2 of ref. 11). Thus although the three genes encode polypeptides 

which are at least 95% identical over most of their length, amino acid substitutions 

are clustered in the hinge areas of the proteins. We believe that the high level of 

divergence in this region exists because natural selection favors the generation of 

diversity in this part of the molecule. This is not to say that the rate of nucleotide 

substitution is greater in the hinge than in the more conserved noncoding regions, but 

rather that substitutions in the hinge area are more rapidly fixed by selection. The 

nature of the selective advantage offered by hinge variation is not obvious, although 

it has been suggested that divergent hinges may be responsible for the differences in 

effector functions carried out by lgG subclasses (3,19,20). If this view is correct, 

then the generation of new and diverse effector functions may be the selective force 

which fixes nucleotide changes in the hinge area and the hinge exon itself. 

Y1 

12 

Y4 

HKPSN TKVOKKtPKSCOKT HTCPPCP 

-----·r -c - v-

5-YG PP- S 

HINGE 

PELLGGPSV FLFPPKPKOTLMISRT 

Figure 4. Comparison of amino acid residues in the hinge area of three C 
polypeptides. Vertical lines separate the hinge residues from those contiguous aminb 
acids which are encoded in the C 1 and C 2 exons. Amino acids are listed in the 
one-letter code. Solid lines repre~nt identtly of the y2 and y4 sequences to the yl 
sequence. The CH2 domain of the C 2 sequence contains one less amino acid than is 
found in the other-genes. Y 
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An unresolved evolutionary issue 

Our current picture of human CY genes is that they have diverged recently 

from one another, and that hinge regions have evolved rapidly since that divergence. 

What is not clear is the nature of the genetic event(s) giving rise to the identical c 
y 

genes which were the ancestors of the present-day genes. There are two likely 

alternatives for the generation of two or more identical sequences: (1) a duplication 

of a single gene sequence, thus producing a gene de novo, and (2) a gene correction 

process (21) in which all or part of the sequence of one gene is replaced by the 

sequence of a nonallelic but homologous gene. The latter explanation implies that 

members of a multigene family do not evolve independently of one another, but 

rather that genetic information can be exchanged between nonallelic members of a 

gene cluster. Molecular evidence for the occurrence of such events has been cited 

for human (22,23) and mouse (24) globin genes and for mouse immunoglobin genes (8). 

Such evidence consists of the finding of a presumed recombination breakpoint which 

separates areas of a gene which either were or were not involved in a genetic 

exchange with another member of the gene family. This breakpoint defines a 

relatively sharp boundary on either side of which two nonallelic genes share different 

levels of homology. A boundary of this kind is not found in a comparison of the three 

human CY genes, since except for the extensive divergence found in the hinge region, 

the nucleotide differences are distributed rather evenly over the length of the genes. 

If evidence exists for recombination between any two of these nonallelic genes, it is 

most likely to be found in regions flanking the coding areas that we have 

characterized. 

Thus we are unable to distinguish between the above two alternatives, although 

we have argued (11) that gene duplication and gene correction are not mutually 

exclusive concepts. The same kinds of fundamental genetic processes that result in 

gene duplication can also bring about gene correction. We think it likely that these 

genetic processes have continued to act on human C genes since the occurrence of y 
the initial duplication event(s). According to this view, our estimated time of 

divergence of human C genes represents the time elapsed since the most recent 
y 

correction event. Thus we believe that the human C gene family is probably much y 
older than indicated by the extensive homology shared by its members. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past several years a vast amount of information has been accumulated regarding 

the genes encoding immunoglobulin (Ig) molecules. Studies in the murine system 

have shown that the expression of these genes in lymphocytes involves a number 

of genetic processes, including DNA rearrangements, alternative patterns of RNA 

splicing, and somatic mutation, all of which serve to amplify the information 

encoded in the germline. The cloning of mouse genes has been facilitated by the 

availability of inducible myeloma tumors which produce large quantities of homogeneous 

immunoglobulins (Potter, 1972). These myeloma tumors represent clonal cell 

populations which have undergone the DNA rearrangements necessary for antibody 

gene expression, and have furnished large amounts of Ig mRNA, which has served 

as the starting material for the isolation of the corresponding genes. 

Due in large part to sequence homology between mouse and human Igs, the 

antibody genes of man have recently become amenable to molecular analysis. 

The study of human Ig genes can be expected to provide us with valuable information 

pertinent to both basic and clinical issues. As well as complementing the body 

of knowledge existing for human Ig proteins, the analysis of human genes allows 

comparisons with mouse Ig genes. Such comparisons reveal functionally important 

protein and DNA regions, as implied by the conservation of structure between 

the two species. Detailed analyses of the genes and flanking regions may give 

clues to the molecular mechanisms of the genetic processes acting on these and 

other genes during evolution. Molecular characterization of human Ig genes should 

eventually help us to understand the events occurring in some clinical disorders 

in which abnormal expression of Ig genes is observed. In addition, the DNA rearrangements 

that occur during lymphocyte ontogeny can be used as molecular markers to characterize 

aberrant (e.g., neoplastic) cell populations with respect to their state of differentiation. 
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One promising practical application is the manipulation of cloned human antibody 

genes in order to obtain large quantities of homogeneous antibodies of desired 

specificities, which can be put to diagnostic and therapeutic use. 

In this paper we summarize the recent work done on human Ig genes, and 

discuss some of the genetic, evolutionary, and clinical implications that have 

arisen from these studies. 

MOUSE IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENES 

Since studies with mice have furnished most of the information on antibody genes, 

a brief review of the salient features of the mouse genes is in order (for more 

detailed reviews, see Adams, 1980; Hood et al., 1981; Early and Hood, 1981). 

We may then consider the human genes in light of the described features of the 

murine system. 

The gene segments encoding Ig molecules are divided into three unlinked 

gene families-two for light chains, lambda and kappa, and one for heavy chains 

(see Fig. 1). Heavy and light chains are composed of an amino-terminal variable 

(V) region that binds antigen, and a constant (C) region that is involved in immunological 

effector functions. Light chain V regions (V L regions) are encoded by two physically 

separate germline elements: a V L gene segment, encoding approximately the first 

98 amino acids, and a JL gene segment, which encodes the remaining approximately 

13 residues of the VL region (Bracket al., 1978). Heavy chain V regions (VH regions) 

are encoded by germline V Hand JH gene segments, as well as aD gene segment, 

which encodes from one to 15 amino acids lying between the V H and JH residues 

(Early et al., 1980~; Sakano et al., 1980). Constant regions of both heavy and 

light chains are encoded in blocks of nucleotides containing approximately 100-110 

codons. Heavy chains are larger as a result of duplication of the CH coding unit, 
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giving rise to the multidomain structure of CH regions. Variable and constant 

domains of the heavy and light chain families all show structural homology to 

one another, and are believed to be derived from a common primordial gene unit. 

Sequence homology to antibody gene domains has also been observed for the cell

surface molecules s2-microglobulin (Peterson et al., 1972), thy-1 (Williams and 

Gagnon, 1982), and class I (Steinmetz et al., 1981) and class II (Larhammar et al., 

1982) histocompatibility antigens, indicating that the primordial gene unit is the 

ancestor of a large pool of mammalian genes related to a cell's interaction with 

its environment. 

An obligatory step for the production of an Ig polypeptide is the process 

of V-gene formation, a DNA rearrangement occurring in lymphocytes in which 

the germline V region components are brought together in the proximity of a C 

gene (Bracket al., 1978; Early et al., 1980~). The rearrangement process for 

heavy chains is shown schematically in Fig. 2A. The three germline segments 

are brought into contiguity, with the deletion of the intervening DNA. Models 

for how this process occurs have been formulated based on the observations of 

specific conserved structures flanking those portions of the germline coding segments 

to be joined (Early et al., 1980~; Sakano et al., 1980). The conserved DNA sequences 

are proposed to serve as recognition signals for proteins which bring the germline 

segments into correct juxtaposition for the splicing event which makes them contiguous. 

An analogous process occurs during light chain V gene formation, except that 

D segments are not involved (Brack et al. , 1978). Conservation between both 

heavy and light chain gene families of the recognition sequences flanking V and 

J segments suggests that the same or very similar enzymes mediate the DNA 

rearrangement for both types of V genes. This recombination system is thus quite 

ancient, since heavy and light chain families diverged more than 500 million years 

ago (Marchalonis and Cone, 1973). 
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Not all V gene rearrangements lead to expression of an Ig polypeptide. Such 

nonproductive rearrangements fall into three categories. The first consists of 

out-of-frame joinings of V L -JL' V H-D, or D-JH gene segments, in which these 

sequences are brought together in different translational reading frames (Altenburger 

et al., 1980; Max et al., 1980; Early and Hood, 1981). Another type of nonproductive 

rearrangement occurs when a germline V gene component is joined to an abnormal 

DNA sequence, such as the case where a V gene was rearranged to a site in the 
K 

intron between J and C , with resulting deletion of the J gene segments (Choi 
K K K 

et al., 1980; Schnell et al., 1980; Seidman and Leder, 1980). The third type of 

nonproductive rearrangement is restricted to heavy chain V-gene formation. 

Since three elements are involved in this rearrangement (V H' D, and JH)' sometimes 

only V H-D or D-JH joinings occur (Ravetch et al., 1981; Sakano et al., 1981). 

Such incomplete rearrangements, as well as the other two classes of nonproductive 

events, have been observed on the unexpressed chromosomes of antibody-producing 

cells. This observation has prompted suggestions that nonproductive rearrangements 

may be the basis for allelic exclusion (Early and Hood, 1981), whereby the expression 

of antibody genes is limited to only one of the two homologous chromosomes carrying 

these genes. 

One of the major incentives for studying antibody genes was to understand 

how an organism is able to assemble an enormous number of binding sites (V regions) 

to specifically recognize millions of different antigenic determinants. Several 

different factors now appear to be responsible for this V region diversity (reviewed 

in Huang et al., 1981). One of these factors is a large number of germline gene 

segments: mice have several hundred V K and V H gene segments, several different 

J gene segments for each of the three antibody families, and probably at least 

10 D gene segments (Barstad et al., 1978; Seidman et al., 1978; Valbuena et al., 
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1978; Kemp et al., 1979; Max et al., 1979; Sakano et al., 1979, 1980, 1981; Newell 

et al., 1980). The possibility of forming many different V-J and V-D-J combinations 

provides a large number of diverse V region structures. Furthermore, the exact 

points of joining of the germline segments during V-gene formation can generate 

unique structures at the junctions of the joined segments (Max et al., 1979; Sakano 

et al., 1979; Early et al., 1980!!:). Since Igs are comprised of both heavy and light 

chains, different pairwise combinations of these polypeptides serve to multiple 

the binding site variability of intact antibody molecules. Perhaps the most intriguing 

source of V region diversity is the occasional mutation of germline V gene segments 

that occurs during lymphocyte differentiation. Examples of these somatic sequence 

changes have been documented for both V H (Bothwell et al., 1981; Crews et al., 

1981) and VL (Bernard et al., 1978; Selsing and Storb, 1981) genes. The mechanism 

generating these nucleotide substitutions is not presently understood, although 

one study has shown that the somatic mutations extend into regions flanking the 

germline V gene (Kim et al., 1981). 

Through the occurrence of different kinds of duplication events, the germline 

gene segments of the three mouse gene families (lambda, kappa, and heavy) have 

become quite different. In the kappa family, any one of the several hundred germline 

V gene segments may be joined to one of the four functional J segments situated 
K 

near the single C gene (Max et al., 1979; Sakano et al., 1979; Seidman et al., 
K -- -- --

1979; Valbuena et al., 1978 ). In contrast, there appear to be four JA. and CA. sequences 

and only two VA. gene segments, and their arrangement with respect to one another 

is very different from the kappa case (Blomberg et al., 1981; Miller et al., 1981). 

Each of the CA. gene segments has its own JA. adjacent to it; these JA. CA. units 

are organized into two pairs which are not closely linked (see Fig. 1). The current 

picture is that each of the VA. genes lies immediately upstream of and can associate 
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with only one of the two C>.. loci. Thus V, J, and C segments are interspersed 

in the lambda gene family, whereas V and J clusters occur separately from 
K K 

each other and the C gene. Both this different structural organization and number 
K 

of germline components are probably related to the almost exclusive expression 

of kappa light chains in the mouse. 

The five recognized classes of antibody molecules-lgM, IgD, IgG, IgA, and 

IgE-are distinguished from one another by the presence of particular heavy chain 

constant regions. These CH regions are encoded by individual germline genes-C)..!, 

C~, C , C , and C -which are presumed to be the descendants of a single ancestral 
u Y a e: 

CH gene. Mouse C regions are in fact encoded by four related C genes-e 1, 
y y y 

C y2a' C y2b' and C y3. The CH genes of mice are clustered on a 200-kilobase segment 

of chromosomal DNA (Shimizu et al., 1982). The process of V-gene formation 

brings a functional V gene close to, but not contiguous with, either a CL or a C)..! 

gene. A mature mRNA is produced following transcription of the entire region 

and splicing of the coding regions in the nuclear RNA precursor. During the course 

of lymphocyte differentiation a given cell can change from expression of )..! chains 

to a different heavy chain class with the same binding specificity (Levin et al., 1971; 

Wang et al., 1973; Raff, 1976). This class switch is accompanied by a second kind of 

somatic DNA rearrangement, depicted schematically in Fig. 2~, in which a downstream 

CH gene displaces the C)..! gene from its position near the rearranged V H gene (Davis 

et al., 1980; Katoaka et al., 1980). The recombination takes place between the 

switch (S) sequences 5' of the CH gene to be expressed and the corresponding S sequences 

5' of C , and results in the deletion of the C and other intervening CH genes. DNA )..! )..! 

sequence analyses of these S regions have shown that they contain tandemly repeated 

oligonucleotides (Davis et al., 1980; Nikaido et al., 1981; Obata et al., 1981). Although 

the precise mechanism of the class switch recombination is unknown~ the distinct 
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structural features of the S regions imply that CH switching occurs by a fundamentally 

different process than V-gene formation. 

In addition to the DNA rearrangements outlined above, alternative patterns 

of RNA splicing also play roles in the expression of Ig genes. This was first demonstrated 

for the case of the ).1 heavy chain gene (Early et al., 1980Q). Two exons encoding 

intramembrane segments of ).1 chains are located 3' of the C gene. As shown 
).1 

in Fig. 3A, following transcription of the entire region, alternate RNA splicing 

strategies appear to be used to produce mRNAs encoding either secreted or membrane-

bound forms of ).1 polypeptides. Separate membrane exons for y chains also have 

been characterized, indicating that a similar mechanism is employed for production 

of cell-surface IgG (Rogers et al., 1981; Tyler et al., 1981). 

Differential RNA splicing also is implicated in the dual expression of IgM 

and IgD by B cells at an early stage of differentiation (Liu et al., 1980; Tucker 

et al., 1980; Moore et al., 1981). Figure 3~ shows the proposed model in which 

the transcribed V gene sequences can be spliced to either C ).1 or C 
0 

sequences 

to generate, respectively, ).1 or o mRNAs. Evidence exists that a C 0 gene may 

be expressed in mature plasma cells after a typical class switch leading to deletion 

of the C gene (Moore et al., 1981). Thus both RNA splicing and DNA rearrangement 
).1 --

mechanisms may be employed in the expression of IgD molecules. These dual 

strategies also may be available for the expression of other heavy chain classes, 

as suggested by the recent observations that e: and y chains can be produced in 

cells which apparently have not deleted the upstream CH genes (Alt et al., 1982; 

Yaoita et al., 1982). 

We have seen that several different genetic processes operate in somatic 

cells (i.e., lymphocytes) to bring about the expression of mouse Ig genes. The 

regulation of these processes remains a major unresolved question. In fact, the 
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precise mechanisms also are not completely clear; models have been proposed 

based almost entirely on the observed structures of the genes and flanking regions 

in differentiated and undifferentiated cells. Since the inferred molecular processes 

(V-gene formation, class switching, alternative RNA splicing) appear to be fundamental 

to the expression of Ig genes, we would expect that certain structural features 

would be conserved between human and mouse genes, and as outlined below, these 

expectations have been borne out. Thus far we have concentrated our discussion 

on the genetic processes taking place in somatic cells, while only briefly mentioning 

one of the types of events occurring in the germline: duplications of genes and 

gene segments. We shall see how variations in the frequency of these and related 

events during evolution results in different germline repertoires of Ig gene segments 

which serve as substrates for the somatic processes, with resultant variations 

in the outcomes of antibody gene expression. 

HUMAN V GENES 

Humans differ from mice in that while only 5% of mouse serum light chains 

are of the lambda type, about 30-40% of the antibody molecules in human serum 

contain lambda chains (Milstein, 1965). Correlated with the dominance of mouse 

kappa chains is the presence of several hundred germline V gene segments, as 
K 

compared to two VA gene segments. Human germline VA gene segments have 

not yet been characterized, so at this time we have no information concerning 

the relationship between VA gene number and the level of lambda chain expression 

in humans. However, Rabbitts and co-workers have studied human V genes, 
K 

and have concluded that humans have an order of magnitude fewer germline V 
K 

gene segments than mice (Bentley and Rabbitts, 1981), which is consistent with 

the limited number of kappa chain subgroups revealed by protein sequence data 
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(Milstein, 1967; Wang et al., 1973). It will be interesting to see if the putatively 

small (relative to mouse) human V repertoire is compensated for by the presence 
K 

of a large number of germ line VA. genes. 

Human V H genes are just beginning to be characterized (Matthyssens and 

Rabbitts, 1980), and it is unclear at present whether the human V H pool is as large 

as that of mice, which appears to consist of hundreds of germline gene segments 

(Barstad et al., 1978; Kemp et al., 1979). The cloned human V H and V K genes 

that have been studied share structural features with their mouse counterparts 

(Bentley and Rabbitts, 1980; Matthyssens and Rabbitts, 1980). At the 5' ends 

of these genes are regions coding for about twenty amino acids comprising the 

signal peptide characteristic of secreted proteins. These coding blocks are separated 

by intervening DNA from the contiguous residues of the germline V segment. 

The recognition sequences immediately 3' of germline V Hand V K gene segments, 

which are presumably involved in functional V-gene formation, also are highly 

conserved between humans and mice. 

A major difference between V H and V 1 regions in both species is that a 

third element (a D segment) encodes part of V H regions, while V 
1 

regions are 

encoded only by germline V 
1 

and J
1 

sequences. A family of four tandemly arranged 

D gene segments has been characterized in humans (Siebenlist et al., 1981). These 

elements have recognition sequences flanking them which allow the D gene segments 

to be joined on either side to V H and JH gene segments, respectively. It has been 

suggested that both human and mouse D gene segments may recombine among 

themselves to generate new D sequences (Ravetch et al., 1981; Kurosawa and 

Tonegawa, 1982). If D-D recombination can in fact take place, it could serve 

as yet another mechanism of antibody binding site diversification. 
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HUMAN CL GENES 

Constant region genes for human kappa and lambda light chains have been 

studied by Hieter, Leder and co-workers (Hieter et al., 1980, 1981~, 1982). Like 

mice, humans have a single C gene, with multiple J segments clustered on its 
K K 

5' side (Fig. 4). The relatedness between individual members of the J clusters 
K 

of the two species indicates that loss and gain of J gene segments has occurred 
K 

during evolution (we will discuss this phenomenon in more detail later). Interestingly, 

the sequence homology between corresponding human and mouse J coding regions 
K 

(average, 82%) is significantly greater than that seen beween C genes (68%). 
K 

The strong conservation implies an important role for the resultant J structures 

of kappa light chains. 

As expected from protein studies (Ein, 1968; Gibson et al., 1971; Fett and 

Deutsch, 1975; Solomon, 1977), multiple germline CA. genes are found in the human 

genome. Six CA. genes have been shown to be closely linked, separated by about 

3 to 6 kilobases (kb) of DNA (Hieter et al., 1981~) (Fig. 4). Three of these correspond 

to specific lambda chain subtypes (indicated in Fig. 4). Although all the relevant 

DNA sequences have not yet been determined, initial comparisons indicate that 

CA. genes are more conserved between humans and mice than are CK coding sequences 

(Hieter et al., 1980, 1981~). It has not been established whether each of the human 

CA. genes has its own JA. segment, as observed in mice. In addition to the six tandemly 

arranged genes, three more human CA. genes exist which are not linked to the 

major cluster. At least one of these is a pseudogene, and is discussed below. 

It will be interesting to see whether the organization of human CA. genes reflects the 

interspersion of V, J, and C gene segments that characterizes the mouse lambda family, 

and whether differences between the gene families in the two species can shed any 

light on the differential expression of lambda light chains in humans and mice. 
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One of the unlinked CA. genes differs from the active genes in an interesting 

way (Hollis et al., 1982). It appears to be a pseudogene, as a result of nonsense 

and frameshift mutations which would block the expression of a CA. polypeptide 

region. The C gene is joined to a sequence resembling a J gene segment, and 

the junction of these joined sequences is reminiscent of the splicing of C and J 

sequences in an RNA precursor. The homology between this gene and one of the 

active CA. genes extends in the 3' direction to a site expected for termination 

of transcription and addition of a poly( A) tail to the RNA. Interestingly, a very 

A-rich sequence follows this termination site in the pseudogene. It has been proposed 

(Hollis et al., 1982) that these structural features reflect a series of events beginning 

with the transcription of a JA -CA. region, followed by "processing" of the resulting 

RNA; i.e., splicing of the JA and CA. sequences, and addition of a poly(A) stretch 

to the 3' end of the transcript. The next steps in the scenario proposed to account 

for the generation of this pseudogene are: the integration of the transcript into 

the RNA genome of a retrovirus, conversion of the RNA to DNA by viral enzymes, 

and integration of the resulting sequence into a human chromosome. The presence 

of short direct repeated sequences flanking the pseudogene (reminiscent of similar 

sequences in retroviruses) and its location on a different chromosome than the 

major CA. locus are consistent with the proposed model for the formation of such 

a "processed" gene. 

It is noteworthy that sequences resembling a V gene are not found adjacent 

to the presumed J residues in the "processed" CA. pseudogene. According to the 

model this may reflect aberrant initiation of transcription just upstream of the 

JA segment, followed by normal J-C RNA splicing and poly(A) addition. Such 

an aberrant transcript would be generated in germ cells, which of course do not 

express antibodies. Transcription of antibody gene segments in non-lg-producing 
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cells has been documented in a number of cases (Kemp et al., 1980~,~; Zuniga 

et al., 1982). 

HUMAN CH GENES 

Most, if not all, of the human CH genes have recently been studied, at least 

preliminarily, at the molecular level. The C gene and associated flanking sequences 
)..1 

have been analyzed by several groups (Takahashi et al., 1980; Rabbitts et al., 1981; 

Ravetch et al., 1981). The C coding region is comprised of four exons corresponding 
-- )..1 

to duplication products of the primordial Ig domain. Several kilobases 5' of the 

C )..1 gene is a cluster of nine JH gene segments (Fig. 5). Three of these are pseudogenes 

as indicated by the absence of a particular sequence at their 3' ends which is necessary 

for correct RNA splicing to the downstream CH sequences (Ravetch et al., 1981). 

The human JH family is larger than that of the mouse, an observation that was 

previously noted for J genes. Thus events related to gene duplications have had 
K 

different consequences in the two species with regard to the composition of J 

gene clusters. At the 5' ends of the active human JH gene segments are the recognition 

signals necessary for variable region gene formation. Interestingly, the pseudo-J 

segments appear to have retained these sequences, suggesting that these nonfunctional 

J segments may be able to participate in V-gene formation. Unlike the case in 

mice, a single D gene segment is found within the human JH cluster (Ravetch 

et al., 1981). This is not closely linked to the tandemly arranged family of D segments 

described earlier. It will be interesting to see where other human D segments 

reside, and whether the D segment within the JH cluster is actually used to construct 

heavy chains. 

As expected by analogy to the mouse, gene segments encoding peptide stretches 

which anchor the )..1 heavy chain in the lymphocyte membrane are found 3' of the 
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C J.1 domain exons, and a few kilobases further downstream is the C0 gene (Rabbitts 

et al., 1981; Ravetch et al., 1981). The expression of the C membrane exons 
-- -- ].1 

and C0 gene presumably involves the RNA splicing patterns shown in Fig. 3. Use 

of such a splicing strategy has recently been rather directly demonstrated for 

the production of surface IgG in human cells (Cushley et al., 1982). The region 

between the JH cluster and the C J.1 gene contains the sequences involved in the 

class switching event in which a downstream CH gene displaces the C J.1 gene from 

its position near the rearranged V gene. This switch region has localized sequence 

homology to the corresponding area near the mouse C gene (Ravetch et al., 1980; 
].1 --

Takahashi et al., 1980). DNA sequence homology in these switch regions have 

also been observed for human and mouse y (Takahashi et al., 1982), a (Ravetch 

et al., 1980), and E (Nishida et al., 1982) constant region loci. 

Gamma heavy chains are shorter than J.1 polypeptides, reflecting different 

patterns of evolution of C as opposed to C genes. While C regions are encoded 
].1 y ].1 

in four domain-sized exons, C genes are composed of three of the larger exons 
y 

and a separate coding block for the hinge segment of the polypeptide, which lies 

between the CH1 and CH2 domains (Honjo et al., 1979; Liu et al., 1980). Protein 

and DNA sequence comparisons indicate that the CH1' CH2' and CH3 domains 

of C y regions are most closely related to, respectively, the CH1' CH3' and CH4 

domains of J.1 chains (Barker et al., 1980). No C counterpart to the C 2 domain 
-- y ].1 

is found. This is explained by the model shown in Fig. 6. Following duplication 

of the original four-domain CH gene to give rise to the ancestors of the major 

CH classes, the CH2 domain of the primordial C y gene degenerated so that it 

no longer was used to encode protein. This occurred in conjunction with the utilization 

of new RNA splice sites flanking small coding regions for the hinge segments. 

The distances between exons in C genes, and the existence of sequence homology y 
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between the CH1-hinge intron and the other C exons (Tucker et al., 1979) are 
y --

consistent with the scheme shown in Fig. 6. 

In addition to the five major classes of antibodies, subclasses of IgG and 

IgA exist in humans. The molecules within these groups are very closely related 

in structure although they show differences in serum concentrations and some 

of the biological effector functions they mediate. These subclasses are the mani-

festations of multiple germline C and C genes, which are the products of duplications Y a 

of ancestral genes. The C genes of both humans and mice have been rather well y 

characterized. Both species express four subclasses of IgG, but the relationships 

among the members of the respective C gene families are quite different. The y 

C genes of humans are over 90% homologous (Ellison and Hood, 1982; Ellison 
y 

et al., 1982), while mouse C genes are much less similar (about 70-80% homologous 
-- y . 

[Miyata et al., 1980; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 1981]). One interpretation of 

these observations is that the duplication event(s) yielding the human C genes 
y 

occurred more recently than the corresponding events in murine evolution. This 

view implies that the individual C genes evolve independently of one another, 
y 

and that the degree of similarjty between genes reflects the time elapsed since 

the duplication event. Another possibility is posed by the analysis of the mouse 

C Y gene family, which indicates that these genes have exchanged genetic information 

during their evolution (Miyata et al., 1980; Olio et al., 1981; Yamawaki-Kataoka 

et al., 1981). The human C subclasses are most clearly distinguished by their -- y 

hinge regions, which are far more divergent than the CH domains. Molecular 

analysis of these DNA segments has recently shown that genetic exchanges between 

nonallelic C genes have been an important part of the evolutionary history of y 

the human C family. The y3 polypeptides have a unique type of hinge which 
y 

is about four times larger than that found in the other subclasses, and includes 

three nearly identical repeating units (Michaelson et al., 1977). These repeating 
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units are related to the y1 hinge, while the remaining y3 hinge exon resembles 

the hinge of a fifth human C gene that is probably a pseudogene (Takahashi et 
y -

al., 1982). Thus it appears that the C y3 gene was assembled from the ancestral 

C 1 and pseudo-C genes, according to the scheme shown in Fig. 7. Duplication 
y y . 

of the y1-like hinge exon followed to result in the four-hinge exons that C y3 genes 

now have. The model shown in Fig. 7 predicts a specific organization of the C y1, 

C 3, and pseudo-C genes. Thus far, however, the only linkage relationship established 
y y 

for the human C genes is the linkage of C 2 to C 4, with the C 2 gene lying y y y y . 

on the upstream (5') side (Ellison and Hood, 1982; Krawinkel and Rabbitts, 1982; 

Takahashi et al., 1982). 

Although subclasses of IgE have not been inferred from protein studies, 

it has recently been shown that humans have three nonallelic CE genes (Flanagan 

and Rabbitts, 1982; Max et al., 1982; Nishida et al., 1982). One is apparently 

a "processed" pseudogene analogous to the JA CA structure described earlier (Max 

et al., 1982). Interestingly, both of the other CE genes appear to lie adjacent 

to C a genes, and thus CE and C a genes may have duplicated as a unit. Only one 

of these CE genes is functional; the other is a pseudogene containing only about 

half the CE coding sequences. Although the two C a genes have not been studied 

in detail, the existence of two IgA subclasses in humans would predict that they 

both are functional genes. 

HOMOLOGOUS NONALLELIC RECOMBINATION BETWEEN 

IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENE SEGMENTS 

We have noted that humans and mice have different numbers of germline 

elements for the three antibody gene families. Thus different gene duplications 

and/or deletions have occurred in the two species since their divergence approximately 

80 million years ago (Romero-Harrera et al., 1973). Other observations follow 
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this trend of variation in mammalian antibody gene repertoires: rabbits have 

multiple C genes (Heidmann and Rougeon, 1982), rats have more J segments 
K K 

than mice (Sheppard and Gutman, 1982), and different numbers of IgG subclasses 

are found in different mammals (Nisonoff et al., 1975). The most popular model 

for how these various gene duplications occur is homologous unequal crossover. 

In this process the strand breaks occur in different places in the two recombining 

regions; schematically this is most easily represented by having the participating 

species in a misaligned configuration, as shown in Fig. 8A. This misalignment 

is presumably promoted by DNA sequence homology between non corresponding 

(i.e., nonallelic) parts of the chromosomal segments. The products of an unequal 

crossover are an expanded chromosome and a contracted chromosome. When 

the strand breaks occur in intergenic regions, the result is a gene duplication on 

one chromosome and a gene deletion on the other. Thus it is easy to see how 

unequal crossovers can facilitate either expansion or contraction of a tandemly 

arranged gene family, depending on which products are fixed by natural selection. 

Recombination events of this type are envisioned to have been involved in many 

of the duplications of immunoglobulin gene segments throughout evolution, beginning 

with the primordial antibody domain segment. Among the most recent duplication 

products are (1) the families of CH subclass genes; (2) JH' JK, and D clusters; 

and (3) subfamilies of germline V genes. It is important to note that since gene 

deletion accompanies duplication in an unequal crossover, a consideration of the 

varying numbers of germline elements in different mammals does not always allow 

one to deduce in which species the event(s) took place. 

A slightly different consequence of an unequal crossover event comes about 

when the breakpoints are within, rather than between, structural genes. In this 

case hybrid genes are created and, as shown in Fig. 8~, the expanded and contracted 
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chromosomes exhibit either hybrid orientation, respectively. The hybrid nature 

of the human C Y3 hinge suggest that it might be the product of such an intragenic 

unequal crossover. This inference is further supported by the fact that the ancestral 

components of the y3 hinge (those of the y1 and pseudo-y genes) are also present 

(Takahashi et al., 1982); thus the expanded chromosome was apparently fixed 

in the human population. Recombination breakpoints within mouse C genes have 
y 

also been inferred (Miyata et al., 1980; Olio et al., 1981; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 

1981). Nucleotide sequence analyses have localized the breakpoints in both human 

and mouse C genes to intron regions. Breakage-and-reunion events in these 
y 

areas allows new combinations of exons to be assembled without the possibility 

of a shift in translational reading frame, as might happen if the strand breaks 

occurred within coding sequences. Thus intron breakpoints promise greater chances 

of survival, which probably accounts for their appearance in the above cases. 

Miyata et al. (1980) have termed this phenomenon "intervening sequence-mediated 

domain transfer." 

Another type of genetic interaction between nonallelic DNA segments is 

gene conversion, which is shown schematically in Figs. 8C and D for an event 

involving two tandem homologous genes. This event is by definition a unidirectional 

transfer of genetic information. It has in common with the unequal crossovers 

shown in Figs. SA and_!! the characteristic of the replacement (on at least one 

chromosome) of the sequence of all or part of a given gene with the sequence 

of its homologous neighbor. This matching or replacement of sequences has been 

termed "gene correction" (Hood et al., 1975). One product of a gene conversion 

(the "corrected" chromosome) is formally indistinguishable from the product of 

a double unequal crossover event, thus further emphasizing the fundamental similarity 

of the two processes. It seems reasonable to view gene conversion and unequal 

crossover as two different versions of the same fundamental genetic process, 
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which we shall refer to as "homologous nonallelic recombination." Manifestations 

of this process can include both gene duplications and gene corrections. A molecular 

earmark of homologous nonallelic recombination is depicted in Fig. 9; a comparison 

of the sequences of two homologous nonallelic genes shows that a boundary exists 

which separates regions having different levels of sequence homology. The areas 

showing greater homology are those involved in the most recent recombination 

event, and the boundary represents the presumed recombination breakpoint. If 

the recombination has occurred recently enough, we observe a hybrid gene. Several 

examples of hybrid human IgG molecules have been characterized which appear 

to have resulted from recombinations between nonallelic C genes (Kunkel et 
y -

al., 1969; Natvig and Kunkel, 1974; Arnaud et al., 1981). In addition an IgA molecule 

has been described which has an a chain that resembles a hybrid product of the 

C 1 and C 2 genes (Tsuzukida et al., 1979). Molecular analyses of what resides a a --
on the chromosomes along with the presumed hybrid genes would probably tell 

us whether unequal crossover or gene conversion events are responsible for the 

hybrid molecules. Other outcomes of this class of events include cases of apparent 

duplications and deletions of C genes which have been reported (van Loghem 
. Y 

et al., 1970, 1980; Lefranc et al., 1976, 1979). Thus homologous nonallelic recombination 

between tandem gene arrays appears to be an important genetic mechanism operating 

on human immunoglobulin gene families. 

SEQUENCE CONSERVATION AND DIVERGENCE OF 

IMMUNOGLOBUI.JN GENES 

The nucleotide sequence homology between human and mouse Ig genes [on 

the order of 65-85% in most cases (Bentley and Rabbitts, 1980; Hieter et al., 

1980, 1981!!; Matthyssens and Rabbitts, 1980; Takahashi et al., 1980; Dolby et al., 

1981; Ellison et al., 1981)] has facilitated the isolation of most of the cloned human 

genes that have been studied. This sequence conservation between species of 
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course reflects selective pressure to maintain functionally important structures. 

These structures can be classified into two categories: (1) features of immunoglobulin 

molecules relating to their biological activities; and (2) the noncoding nucleotide 

sequences involved in the rearrangement and expression of antibody genes. Particularly 

strong homology is seen in these latter structures: the sequences flanking the 

3' region of germline V region components are nearly identical in humans and 

mice (Tonegawa et al., 1978; Max et al., 1979; Bentley and Rabbitts, 1980; Matthyssens 

and Rabbitts, 1980), and the tandemly repeated oligonucleotides comprising the 

CH switch regions show a great deal of similarity (Rabbitts et al., 1981). These 

conserved structures are implicated as the binding and/or catalytic sites of the 

enzymes carrying out the corresponding somatic DNA rearrangements. Interestingly, 

the switch sequences 5' of human and mouse C genes show more homology than 
E: 

the coding sequences (Nishida et al., 1982). 

We might expect that we could deduce the timing during evolution of many 

of the gene duplications of antibody genes, based on homology relationships both 

between human and mice genes and within the various human gene families and 

subfamilies. However, the capacity of homologous nonallelic recombination to 

mediate gene duplication, deletion, and correction events makes such deductions 

difficult, if not impossible. To illustrate this: it is not clear whether the extremely 

similar human C genes are the products of very recent de novo gene duplications, y ---

or whether gene correction events acted on the human C family to homogenize 
y 

the genes about 6-10 million years ago [this is the estimated divergence time 

based on the sequence differences] (Ellison and Hood, 1982; Ellison et al., 1982; 

Takahashi et al., 1982). Pertinent to this issue is the inference, based on preliminary 

hybridization experiments with a human C probe, of multiple C genes in various y y 

nonhuman primates (B. Chapman and J. Ellison, unpublished). Further molecular 
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analysis of primate C genes may shed some light on the evolutionary past of 
y 

the human C gene family, perhaps by revealing which gene duplication(s) occurred 
y 

before and after the divergence of humans from other primates. 

An intriguing feature of the human C genes is the extensive divergence y 

found among the various hinge exons. These short (36-51 nucleotide) segments 

show both length and sequence heterogeneity, while the CH domain exons as well 

as intervening DNA regions are about 95% identical among the C y subclass genes (Ellison 

et al., 1982; Ellison and Hood, 1982; Krawinkel and Rabbitts, 1982; Takahashi 

et al., 1982). It is possible to imagine that this disparity exists because gene correction 

events have homogenized the C genes, but hinge exons have been excluded from 
y 

these events. This view would predict the existence of remnants of recombination 

breakpoints surrounding the hinge exons (of the type indicated in Fig. 9). However, 

the high level of homology four among C genes extends in the introns right up 
y 

to the hinge exon splice junctions; no other distinct boundary is found separating 

areas of different homologies (Ellison and Hood, 1982; Ellison et al., 1982). Since 

the high degree of divergence exists exclusively in coding sequences, we favor 

the idea that structural diversity in hinge regions of IgG molecules is the result 

of natural selection. The nature of the selective advantage to having different 

hinge structures is not immediately obvious. One possibility that has been suggested 

is that divergent hinge regions may in part be responsible for the variations in 

effector functions carried out by the IgG subclasses (Cebra et al., 1977; Wang 

et al., 1980; Klein et al., 1981). According to this view the generation of new 

and diverse effector functions for IgG molecules may be the selective force which 

fixes nucleotide substitutions in hinge exons. Just as it is beneficial to have diverse 

binding site structures for a broad range of antigenic determinants, so may it 

be advantageous to have multiple strategies for handling the foreign bodies once 

they are recognized. 
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ANTIBODY GENE EXPRESSION IN RELATION TO 

LYMPHOCYTE DIFFERENTIATION 

A description of the sequence of events pertaining to antibody gene expression 

during B-lymphocyte ontogeny is still being worked out. Our current picture (see 

Fig. 10) is that Ig gene activity begins in the progenitors of B cells (pre-B cells) 

with a V-D-J joining event which brings a functional VH gene close to c
11

• This 

rearranged locus becomes transcriptionally active, and the production of cytoplasmic 

J1 heavy chains follows (Levitt and Cooper, 1980; Maki et al., 1980). Light chain 

gene rearrangement follows. Analyses of various human cell lines has shown that 

in lambda-producing cells both allelic CK genes are either deleted or have undergone 

nonproductive V gene rearrangements which present their expression, while cells 

making kappa chains have both their CA genes in the germline (unrearranged) 

configuration (Hieter et al., 1981£). These observations are consistent with the 

interpretation that the enzymes involved in V-gene formation choose their substrates 

in the order heavy, followed by kappa, and then lambda. The implication is that 

these DNA rearrangements are programmed facets of B lymphocyte differentiation. 

The production of light chains in conjunction with 11 chains leads to the appearance 

of IgM molecules on the surfaces of B cells. At a later stage of differentiation, 

IgD and IgM molecules are often expressed simultaneously by the same cell (Knapp 

et al., 1973; Rowe et al., 1973a,b), reflecting the alternative splicing of C and 
-- -- -- J1 

C0 sequences to the rearranged V H transcription products. As we noted earlier, 

this alternative splicing strategy may also be employed to result in the expression 

of other CH genes downstream of ell. The most typical way of expressing other 

Ig classes, however, is probably through the class switch recombination event, 

which follows the above processes along the pathway of B-cell differentiation. 
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The general features of the somatic genetic processes leading to the production 

of immunoglobulin molecules have been deduced largely on the basis of structural 

analyses of the genes themselves. This approach of course has its limitations, 

for we know little if anything of the detailed molecular mechanisms or the enzymes 

mediating them. Consequently many unanswered questions remain relating to 

the nature of the regulatory signals which trigger these events. For example: 

What regulates the alternative production of either membrane-bound or secreted 

forms of immunoglobulins? How do T cells exert their influence on the differentiation 

of B cells? What determines the levels of expression of the different subclasses 

of IgG, and why are the two IgA subclasses distributed differently in serum and 

secretory fluids? How do B cells become committed to expression of a given 

Ig isotype? These and many other questions are analogous to those confronted 

by the many developmental and molecular biologists working in other systems. 

Certain immunodeficiency disorders may be of help in understanding key 

stages in B-cell differentiation. One such disorder, dysgammaglobulinemia, is 

characterized by elevated levels of serum IgM (and sometimes IgD) and absence 

of other Ig classes. Lymphocytes in the afflicted individuals are thus apparently 

blocked at a critical stage of differentiation: they are unable to undergo class 

switching. Although this failure could be envisioned to result from a variety of 

physiologic factors, it was recently shown that at least one defect was at the level 

of the B cell itself (Schwaber et al., 1981). This was demonstrated by establishing 

permanent B cell lines from patients with the disorder, and showing that such 

cell lines exhibited a pattern of Ig expression that closely resembled that seen 

in vivo (i.e., production only of IgM and IgD). These cell lines were generated 

by infecting primary B lymphocytes with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). Human and 

other primate B lymphocytes are easily transformed by this virus, allowing them 
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to be maintained indefinitely in culture (Miller, 1971). By providing such cell 

lines, EBV transformation is a valuable tool for investigating B cell function. 

One promising source of information concerning the expression of antibody 

genes are the abnormal lymphoid cells characteristic of certain disease states. 

Leukemic lymphocytes were used to delineate the hierarchy of light chain gene 

rearrangements in human pre-B cells (Korsmeyer et al., 1981). Those analyses 

were feasible because the malignant cells represented monoclonal populations 

which were apparently arrested at discrete stages of differentiation. Analogous 

characterizations of aberrant cells in such disorders as selective IgA deficiency 

(Goldberg et al., 1969) and irregular IgG subclass expression (Terry, 1968; Yount 

et al., 1970) may soon be possible; the cloning and long-term culturing of human 

B lymphocytes (Sredni et al., 1981) should aid in studies of this kind. Molecular 

genetic analysis of one type of lymphoproliferative disorder, heavy chain disease 

(HCD), has already begun. A permanent HCD cell line has been established (Buxbaum 

et al., 1978) that synthesizes a y3 heavy chain having an internal deletion; interestingly, 

no light chains are produced. Complementary DNA (cDN A) clones have been 

constructed and characterized that encode the HCD protein (Alexander et al., 

1982), and analysis of the expressed genomic C y3 gene should soon reveal the 

basis for the production of the abnormal y3 heavy chain. Perhaps more importantly, 

this cell line may be helpful in understanding the regulation of light chain gene 

expression. 

SOME FUTURE PROSPECTS 

We have noted how a few clinical disorders related to antibody-producing 

cells may soon be better understood, at least with regard to the programmed rearrange

ments of Ig genes that normally occur. Our knowledge of the structural organization 

of antibody genes and the genetic processes taking place in germ cells should 
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also help in interpreting certain hereditary defects in immunoglobulin production. 

Another possible practical application of our current knowledge involves the use 

of both recombinant DNA and hybridoma technologies. Specific segments of human 

(and even mouse) Ig genes can be grafted together, and the resulting product then 

introduced into cells so the gene is expressed. The fusion of these cells with myeloma 

cells would produce a hybridoma which would be the source of a human immunoglobulin 

of any desired class and binding specificity. The recent establishment of a human 

myeloma cell line (Karpas et al., 1982) makes the production of human monoclonal 

antibodies a possibility in the very near future. Such preparations would be useful 

in both diagnostic and therapeutic applications. 

The three unlinked families of human antibody genes-kappa, lambda, and 

heavy-have recently been assigned to specific human chromosomes, through 

the techniques of somatic cell genetics and/or in situ hybridization to chromosome 

spreads. Kappa variable (Malcolm et al., 1982) and constant region (McBride et al., 

1982) genes have been mapped to chromosome 2, lambda constant region genes 

to chromosome 22 (McBride et al., 1982), and heavy chain genes to chromosome 14 

(Croce et al., 1979; Hobart et al., 1981). These locations are of considerable interest 

because of the occurrence of specific translocations involving these chromosomes 

in certain malignancies of B-cell origin. For example, most Burkitt's lymphoma 

cells undergo a highly specific reciprocal 8;14 translocation (Zech et al., 1976; 

Kaiser-McCaw, 1977; Berger et al., 1979~), and intriguingly, the breakpoint on 

chromosome 14 is in the same region (q32) to which the immunoglobulin CH genes 

have been mapped (Kirsch et al., 1982). Other Burkitt's lymphomas and some 

B-cellleukemias show translocations involving the light chain chromosomes 2 

and 22 (Miyoshi et al., 1979, 1981; Van Den Berghe, 1979; Berger et al., 19792_; 

Rowley et al., 1981). In virtually all these cases the other chromosome involved 
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in the translocation is chromosome 8 (reviewed by Rowley, 1982). Another example 

is the well-known "Philadelphia" chromosome, an aberrant chromosome 22, which 

is frequently seen in chronic myelogenous leukemia (Whang-Peng et al., 1970; 

Rowley et al., 1978, 1980). The participation in these translocations of chromosomes 

which are involved in somatic DNA rearrangements raises the interesting possibility 

that the enzymatic machinery working on antibody genes may be directly or indirectly 

connected to the translocation events. The relationship between the chromosomal 

events themselves and the neoplasm is not clear, although others have speculated 

that the movement of certain cellular genes into actively expressed areas (Ig 

gene loci) may cause these genes to be expressed in such a fashion as to induce 

or maintain the malignant state (Klein, 1981; Rowley, 1982). In this regard it 

will be interesting to determine what genes reside on chromosome 8. Probes from 

antibody gene regions will no doubt be used in the isolation of these sequences. 

This review of the current knowledge of human antibody genes has pointed 

out the many expected structural similarities to the well-studied genes of the 

mouse. As studies in both species progress, we may expect that observations 

of certain evolutionarily-conserved features of Ig gene loci will aid in directing 

research toward crucial aspects of antibody gene expression and lymphocyte 

differentiation. As we have discussed above, the study of human genes also provides 

opportunities to better understand genetic mechanisms operating during evolution. 

In addition, cloned antibody DNA fragments can be used for finding DNA polymorphisms 

to serve as genetic markers in family and population studies. Finally, the potential 

clinical benefits that exist from studies of human Ig genes clearly justifies continued 

work in this area. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. The three antibody gene families of mice. A, The light chain families, 

kappa and lambda, are drawn to scale on their respective chromosomes. The vertical 

lines immediately 5' to the V L gene segments represent the coding sequences 

for the leader peptides. ~' The heavy chain gene family. Distances between elements 

are not drawn to a precise scale, although the relative distances between CH 

genes are approximated. The nine documented germline D segments are indicated, 

although several more are probably also present. The precise number of germline 

V H and V K gene segments is not known, though both are thought to number several 

hundred (see text). 

Fig. 2. DNA rearrangements leading to immunoglobulin production. A, V-gene 

formation. The process is shown for the heavy chain family, which is drawn schematically 

on the top line. Arrows flanking the regions to be joined on the V, D, and J gene 

segments represent the recognition sequences which mediate the recombination. 

~' Class switching. This event is shown for a switch from production of ll polypeptides 

to a heavy chains. The C gene displaces the C gene from its position near 
a ll 

the rearranged V H gene. 

Fig. 3. Alternative pathways of RNA splicing of immunoglobulin gene sequences. 

A, Strategies for the production of either membrane-bound or secreted forms 

of ll chains. P and M refer to the sequences coding for the signal peptide and 

transmembrane amino acid residues, respectively. The top line represents the 

DNA region involved, and the arrows lead to diagrams of the two alternate RNA 

products resulting from transcription. The blocks represent the contiguous sequences 

in the mature mRNAs, and the lines are the sequences spliced out of the nuclear 
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Fig. 3 (continued) 

RNA precursor (redrawn from Early and Hood, 1981). ~'Strategy for dual expression 

of l.l and o chains by a single lymphocyte. Following transcription of V H' C l.l' 

and C0 sequences into a single RNA precursor, either of the latter two sequences 

can be spliced to the V H sequences to generate l.l or o mRNAs, respectively. 

Since IgM and IgD molecules appear on the surface of these cells, the membrane 

exons are presumably spliced onto the messages. 

Fig. 4. The human light chain constant region loci. The single C gene and the 
K 

five J gene segments are shown on the top line. The lower line shows the six 
K 

linked c,.. genes. Sequences of the three 5' c,.. genes have correlated them with 

the indicated genetic variants Meg, Ke -Oz -,and Ke -Oz +. The other three c,.. 
genes have not yet been correlated with known human lambda chain proteins. 

JA. sequences have not yet been localized within this cluster. 

Fig. 5. The human l.l locus. The four C exons are indicated by filled boxes. 
l.l 

The l.l membrane exons are shown as a single unfilled box, as are the C0 sequences. 

Neither of these have been precisely localized relative to the Cl.l gene. The JH 

gene segments and single D gene segment are represented by short vertical lines. 

The sequences taking part in the class switch recombination lie between the JH 

cluster and the C gene. See details in the text. 
l.l 

Fig. 6. Model for the establishment of heavy chain hinge exons. The original 

4-domain CH gene was duplicated to give rise to the ancestors of the present

day C and C genes (other classes of CH genes are not included here). The C 
l.l y l.l 

gene has retained the 4-domain organization, while as a result of the indicated 

mutations the C y gene has no counterpart to the ancestral CH2 domain. In its 

place is a large noncoding intervening sequence and a small hinge exon. 
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Fig. 7. Model to account for the relationships among three human C genes. y 

The ancestral y1 and pseudo-y ('¥ y) genes underwent an unequal crossover; only 

the expanded chromosome is shown. The y1-like hinge exon of the hybrid gene 

then was duplicated to give rise to the modern C y3 gene. 

Fig. 8. Two classes of homologous nonallelic recombination events. A and _!!, 

Unequal crossovers. The filled and open boxes represent two tandem homologous 

genes. A and _!! show events in which the strand breaks occur either in intergenic 

regions or within the structural genes, respectively. C and D, Gene conversions. 

The two cases shown both have one strand break in the region between the two 

tandem homologous genes. The other breakage-and-reunion events occur either 

within or between the two genes. 

Fig. 9. Molecular earmark of homologous nonallelic recombination. Two tandem 

homologous genes are shown at the top. An alignment of the nucleotide sequences 

of the two genes reveals a relatively sharp boundary separating two areas showing 

different levels of sequence hpmology. The region having the higher level of homology 

was involved in the most recent recombination. The difference in homology levels 

reflects the timing of the recombination event relative to the original gene duplication 

or an earlier recombination event. The boundary represents the presumed recombination 

breakpoint. This type of structural relationship between homologous nonallelic 

genes has been described for human (Slightom et al., 1980; Liebhaber et al., 1981) 

and mouse (Konkel et al., 1979) globin genes and for mouse immunoglobulin genes 

(Miyata et al., 1980; Ollo et al., 1981; Yamawaki-Kataoka et al., 1981). 
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Fig. 10. Some key steps in B lymphocyte ontogeny. Several stages in the developmental 

pathway of antibody-producing cells are shown, with special reference to the 

molecular genetic processes discussed in the text. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions 
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Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe the structural analyses of three members of 

the human immunoglobulin CY gene family: the genes encoding constant regions 

of y4, y2, and y1 heavy chains, respectively. As expected from earlier protein studies, 

these genes share extensive nucleotide sequence homology in their CH domain exons. 

The DNA studies described here show that they share almost as much homology 

in their introns and other noncoding regions. It is generally believed that intron 

regions have no function dependent on their sequence, and thus are free to diverge 

without selective constraints. Thus the rate of fixation of these substitutions is 

expected to be rather constant for all genes, and the level of difference in these 

areas between any two compared genes reflects the time elapsed since they shared 

an identical sequence. Indeed, estimates have been made of the rate of appearance 

of these "unselected" nucleotide substitutions. Perler et al. (1980) place this value 

at 7 x 10-9 nucleotide substitutions per site per year, while a different type of analysis 

led Miyata et al. (1980a) to estimate this rate at about 5 x 10-9. By determining 

the sequence divergence in introns (and/or other noncoding, presumably unselected, 

regions), one may use one of the above values to estimate the time of divergence 

of two homologous sequences. I have used the value of Perler et al. to calculate 

that approximately 6-8 million years have elapsed since any two of the cy1, cy 2, 

or cy4 genes were identical in sequence. As noted in Chapter 4, the need for fewer 

gaps in the cy 2-cy4 sequence alignment, as well as the determined linkage of these 

two genes (Chapter 3), makes it seem likely that they diverged more recently from 

each other than from the cy1 gene. 

The most divergent parts of the Cy genes are the hinge exons. These coding 

regions have evolved more rapidly than any other areas of the Cy genes in terms 

of both base substitution and deletion/insertion events. The clearly nonrandom clustering 

of nucleotide changes in hinge exons seems inconsistent with their fixation by random 
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drift, as neutralists would argue. As discussed in Chapters 3-5, I believe the sequence 

differences in hinge exons reflect the selection of particular structures in the corre

sponding regions of gamma heavy chains. The divergence in CH exons in residues 

lying near the hinge in the polypeptide chain (Chapter 4) further suggests that the 

relevant amino acid sequences have been selected for. This view implies that the 

different hinge regions each have beneficial effects on IgG function, and the rapid 

changes in these sequences suggest that strong selective pressure has continually 

acted to fix new hinge exons in the human population. The functional importance 

of hinge regions is not well understood at present, although others have suggested 

that different hinge structures have large effects on conformational states of IgG 

molecules (Cebra et al., 1977; Klein et al., 1981; Wang et al., 1980). These conforma-

tional states may be envisioned as being important for interactions with other molecules, 

such as complement proteins or cell-surface receptors. This selectionist view argues 

that the selective force for the fixation of nucleotide substitutions in hinge regions 

is the beneficial impact of the particular hinge structures on the functions of IgG 

molecules. 

Besides the three Cy genes described here, two other members of the gene 

family have recently been described by other workers. In addition to the expected 

CY 3 gene encoding the CH region of IgG3 molecules, a fifth CY gene has been partially 

characterized by Takahashi et al. (1982). Two structural features of this latter 

gene have led to its tentative designation as a pseudogene: (1) the predicted amino 

acid sequence of the hinge region does not correspond to that of any reported human 

gamma chain; and (2) although the cy1' cy2' cy3' and cy4 genes have sequence 

homology to the switch (S) regions of mouse CY genes, the putative pseudogene 

apparently lacks this region. Regardless of whether this fifth gene is functional, 

the available sequence data indicate that its structural relationship to the other 
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members of the gene family follows the pattern described in this work: extensive 

homology to the other CY genes exists in introns and CH exons, and the hinge exon 

shows a high level of divergence. 

The analyses of the Cy hinge exons by Takahashi et al. revealed some interesting 

implications regarding the evolution of the gene family. As expected from the protein 

sequence data showing repeating amino acid sequences in the hinge regions of IgG3 

molecules, the cy3 hinge region is encoded by multiple exons. The 5'-most hinge 

exon is most homologous to the pseudogene hinge, while the three other exons (which 

are identical to one another) are more similar to the Cyl hinge exon than to any 

other Cy hinge. These observations led to the proposal of unequal crossover followed 

by hinge duplication to account for the generation of the modern cy3 gene (see 

Chapter 5). These proposed events fall into the category of genetic processes dis-

cussed in Chapters 3 and 4, and referred to in Chapter 5 as "homologous nonallelic 

recombination." Thus although my analysis of the Cyl' cy 2, and cy 4 genes revealed 

no structural evidence of these events, homologous nonallelic recombination has 

evidently have played an important role in the evolution of human C genes, and y 

is not necessarily restricte·d to the events proposed by Takahashi et al. I think it 

likely that homologous nonallelic recombination acted on the human Cy gene family 

6-8 million years ago, thus accounting for the extreme similarity observed for the 

modern genes. 

The evolutionary scheme proposed by Takahashi et al. for the Cyl' cy3, and 

pseudo-Cy genes predicts a specific linkage arrangement for these genes: 5'-Cy 1-

cy3-'¥y-3'. This configuration has not been directly demonstrated, however, and 

thus far the only linkage relationship established is for the cy 2 and Cy 4 genes (Chap

ter 3). In an effort to extend the map of the chromosomal region(s) containing CY 

genes, a cosmid library of (my own) sperm DNA was constructed and screened as 
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described by Steinmetz et al. (1982). Only a single cosmid clone, containing part 

of a cy 2 gene, was isolated from this library. Its position with respect to the cy 2-

cy4 cluster, along with that of a recombinant phage clone, are shown in Figure 1. 

Although no other Cy clones were found in the region encompassed by these "walking" 

clones, I believe I can tentatively map the cy 2 gene at the 5' end of the Cy cluster 

for two reasons. First, the distance along the chromosome 5' of cy 2 is about 46 kilo

bases; this correlates most closely with the distance between the 5'-most mouse 

CY gene and the C 0 gene. All of the other established distances between either 

human or mouse Cy genes are significantly shorter. A more solid reason for my 

mapping of the cy 2 gene regards its expression: in humans and mice, the CH region 

expressed in the antibody response to carbohydrate antigens (e.g., on bacterial cell 

walls) are of the y2 and y3 subclasses, respectively. Since the mouse cy 3 gene 

has been localized at the 5' end of the mouse Cy cluster (Shimizu et al., 1982), I 

think it is likely that the human cy 2 gene occupies an analogous position with respect 

to the other members of the human CY gene family. The mechanism whereby the 

human cy 2 and mouse cy 3 genes are selected for the response to carbohydrate 

antigens is unknown. Future work on human Cy genes may be expected to focus 

on aspects such as this: the differential expression of individual members of a gene 

family. 
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Figure 1. Restriction enzyme map of the human C Y2 -C Y4 region. Positions of cleavage 

of various restriction enzymes are indicated at the bottom by short vertical lines. 

Parentheses enclose regions which were not mapped for the relevant enzymes. The 

eight unmarked horizontal lines represent cloned human chromosomal fragments 

isolated either from a cosmid library of human sperm DNA (next-to-highest line) 

or a Charon 4A bacteriophage library of human fetal liver DNA (all other lines). 

The top line shows the length of DNA encompassed by the cloned fragments. Solid 

rectangles represent the C coding regions (introns are not indicated). kb = kilobase y 

pairs. 
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